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SOME EXTRACTS FROM THE
HEADMASTER'S SPEECH DAY ADDRESS
The School now is very different from what it was

some eighteen years ago when I left to take up my
first Headship. The two most noticeable differences
are first that, unlike today, boys all wore Naval
uniform; the School nowadays wears civilian and
not Naval clothing. This has changed the atmos-
phere enormously. Secondly, the attitude of the
School towards its work is noteworthy. On the whole
the work-rate is very high and this is reflected by a
comparison of Sixth Form numbers: in 1957 the
Sixth Form contained, I suppose, some thirty boys
at the most; now it contains well over 100 boys.
This change in attitude to work and the ever-
increasing standards achieved by our boys is a
measure of the enormous contribution made by my
predecessor, Norman York, during his Head-
mastership. He has done this school proud and
transformed its standards.

* * *

I cannot emphasise too much the opportunities
which present themselves to boys fortunate enough
to be members of this school. The high average
standard of academic success at all levels, coupled
with the excellent sporting facilities and the ever-
developing range of extra-curricular activities,
prepare boys for the future in a way in which many
other schools might well envy. This is reflected by
the opportunities which have been seized in careers
and further education.

You will note the wide range of activities and
visits with which many boys have been involved . . .
sporting trips, careers visits or theatre and concert
visits. Mention of concerts leads me directly to
music. Those who have heard our Choir will
understand what I mean, when I say that it must
be one of the very best Church Choirs in the
country, if we exclude Cathedral Choir Schools
whose boys are specially selected for excellence of
voice. The Choir Concert last month was a memor-
able occasion and the Choir, the organ playing and
the brass ensemble were magnificent and great
credit is due both to the boys and staff who took
part, and to Mr. F. E. Davies, our Director of
Music, and to Mr. E. Buckingham, our Bandmaster.
Our organ is in dire need of repair and an appeal is
being started to raise £12,000.

Visitors to the School this year, and you will
have seen that they include many eminent men,
have all stressed their pleasure at the atmosphere
which they sensed among the boys and the clear
and pleasant way in which they express themselves.
This is so important and ought to make it easier
for them to succeed in their chosen careers.

Sadly, as almost always happens at the end of a
year in addition to all those boys who leave us,
some members of Staff also finish their period of
service in the School. Mr. G. B. Foster, the Head of
the Languages Department, joined the School in
1933 and will then have completed forty-two years
continuous service, including his War Service, of
course. All schools need a mixture of staff — some
who remain a long time to give stability and others

who remain for relatively short periods, but who
bring new ideas and stimulate our thoughts. Mr.
Foster, who now retires, clearly falls in the first
category. We wish him well. Mr. Crossland, who is
also leaving, joined us in 1972 and equally clearly
comes into the second group. He returns to the
school whence he came, to head their department of
Mathematics. Bearing in mind the excellent results
which the Mathematics Department here have
been achieving, his new school has made a good
choice.

The Chaplain, the Reverend J. Hall-Matthews,
who also came in 1972, leaves us to take charge of a
large parish in Hereford. We all wish him well and
thank him for his enthusiasm, his spiritual leader-
ship and his pastoral care.

I should also like to refer to two other members
of Staff who will be retiring during the next academic
year. Mr. N. Bartleet, Head of the Geography
Department and School Organist, joined the Staff
in 1947. After twenty-eight years he is now about to
retire and we offer our best wishes.

Secondly, Miss I. Chamberlain, House Matron of
Cornwallis, and latterly of Blake, joined the Staff
in 1948, twenty-seven years ago. Countless boys
have been cared for by her and we shall all miss
her when she retires at Christmas. Miss G. Crowder,
teacher of piano, who joined the School in 1970 is
also leaving us, and we thank her for her services.

It is appropriate, I think, to refer to the state of
the School in general. I find it a much more relaxed
school than that which I left eighteen years ago. At
the same time I sense that both Staff and boys are
searching towards a resolution of its position — is
it a normal boarding school with Naval trimmings,
or is it a Naval school with an educational heart?

It is not an easy question to answer, but I will
try. Any good school, whatever its educational
standards and objectives, ought to aim at excellence
in a field or fields outside the normal curriculum.
It ought to have a bias! It ought to be known for
something. We are known, I think, for three things.
First, and most important, in the educational field,
for a high work-rate and for above average
educational results. This must be seen against our
selection for entry which, chosen entirely from sons
of seafarers, includes a very wide range of natural
ability. Secondly, in the field of Church Music we
are increasingly well known, as exemplified by the
fact that the Choir has been invited to sing an
anthem this year at the National Seafarers' Service
in St. Paul's Cathedral. Thirdly, whatever the
chosen careers of the boys, their origins are in the
sea, their fathers come from disciplined services
and they wear their uniforms with pride.

So long as I am Headmaster, the maritime
traditions from which the School arose will be
maintained and will form the basis of those high
standards of discipline and conduct, courtesy and
thought for others, which have long characterised
this great school, and which other less fortunate
establishments might well envy.

In conclusion, I wish to thank all those people,
boys and Staff alike, who have supported me



through the year. By Staff 1 mean not only teachers
and instructors but all those who work in various
parts of the School to provide service to the boys —
staff engaged in maintenance and engineering, the
estate, the domestic side, in catering, in the infirm-
ary, as matrons, in the school offices, etc. Here,
may I mention in connection with catering our
Catering Officer, Mr. S. Beal. In these times of
inflation and soaring food costs, the expertise in
buying shown by Mr. Beal has been of inestimable
value. He retires in some months time and we shall
all miss him.

In particular, I should like to thank five people
by name for their support — the Deputy and
Assistant Headmasters, Mr. George Hardy and
Mr. Desmond Morris, the Bursar, Mr. Gordon
Hawkins and the Clerk to Greenwich Hospital,
Mr. Bert Leech, who was awarded the OBE in the
recent Birthday Honours List. Finally, the Director
of Greenwich Hospital, Mr. R. N. P. Lewin, whose
rapidity of thought always keeps me on my toes.
Without these men this year would have been a
much more difficult one for me. Their help and
guidance have been immeasurable; their service to
the School exceptional.

SPEECH DAY GUEST OF HONOUR 1975
The Guest of Honour this year was Admiral Sir Edward

Ashmore, GCB, DSC, ADC, Chief of Naval Staff and First
Sea Lord, who was introduced to the assembly by Mr. F. Judd,
MP, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Defence
for the Royal Navy, and Chairman of the Management
Committee.

Mr. Judd concluded his short and lively address by
stressing the inadequacy of all our outstanding modern
technology without men and women of character to guide it.
The immensity of the power which could now be wielded
made the nature of those who wielded it enormously
important, and all sides of education should combine to
form that nature.

NEW STAFF
Three new members of Staff join the School in September

1975:
Mr. P. Crompton will be teaching Music and History. He

holds a Diploma from the Royal Northern College of Music
at Manchester, and also qualified at St. Katherine's College
of Education in Liverpool. He has taught at the Blue Coat
School in Liverpool, and has given two BBC Organ Recitals.
At present he is organist at a parish church.

Mr. B. Gornall will be teaching Mathematics. After leaving
university he spent over five years in computer work in
industry, and then joined the Mathematics Department at
the Northern Grammar School for Boys, Portsmouth.

The Reverend K. W. A. Roberts has been appointed
Chaplain; he is 49 years old and served for sixteen years until
1959 in the Supply and Secretariat Branch of the Royal
Navy, reaching the rank of Lieutenant-Commander. He
retired voluntarily at that time in order to train for the
Ministry, and has held appointments in the Dioceses of
Portsmouth, Exeter and Winchester. Between 1971 and 1974
he was a Chaplain in the Royal Army Chaplain's Depart-
ment, serving in Germany. At present he is Rector of a group
of Parishes in Lincoln.

RETIREMENT
Gordon Foster retired last term after a connection with

the School totalling over forty-two years, which must be
somewhere near a record. Mr. Foster's forty-two years
would have been continuous, had he not spent nearly six of
them with HM Forces during the Second World War.

Mr. Foster, who graduated at London University, joined
RHS on the same day as our former Second Master, Max
Tate, that is to say on 1st April 1933, when the School had
just moved from Greenwich. Until July 1940 Mr. Foster was

Housemaster of Anson, then the junior and sister house of
Raleigh. Between them the two houses won the King's
Banner three times, and also supplied a considerable portion
of the band, particularly buglers, whose role in the School
was much more demanding than it is now. Since the buglers
were required daily both for Reveille and Last Post, Mr.
Foster's day tended to be a long one.

Joining the Army as a gunner in August 1940 Mr. Foster
was a commissioned Artillery Officer by April 1941, and
took part in the North African landings of October 1942
(Operation "Torch"). By this time he had been transferred
to the Intelligence Corps and had the job of propagandising
the Allied war effort throughout Algeria. Promoted Captain,
he landed at Salerno in September 1943 and was with
General Mack Clark's Fifth Army in its advance through
Naples, Cassino, Rome, Florence and over the Appennines,
where the Germans surrendered.

He had remained in the propaganda business, but in Italy
the propaganda was distributed to the enemy in leaflet form
by shell.

Demobilised in February 1946 with the rank of Major,
Mr. Foster returned to RHS as Head of the stripling French
Department, then consisting of but two classes. Its expansion
to its present size and efficiency is a tribute to Mr. Foster's
energy and organisational powers.

Though all our readers must know of Mr. Foster's
enthusiasm and industry as a teacher, not so many will be
aware that for some years he took a very active part in
School drama. Your correspondent remembers not only his
production of the open-air pageant, "The Two Elizabeths",
and of a stirring version of "Julius Caesar", but, in particular,
his own dramatic rendering of the 620 lines allotted to
Wilhain of Seus, master-mason of Canterbury Cathedral,
and hero of Dorothy L. Sayers' "The Zeal of Thy House".
(It was in this production — by Mrs. Gordon Hawkins —
that Mr. Burbidge impersonated the Archangel Gabriel.)

Later Mr. Foster became involved in running the now
unhappily defunct Sixth Form Society, and was responsible
for a number of distinguished outsiders giving lectures.

Outside RHS Mr. Foster has further interests, including
the NSPCC, and is the present chairman of its Suffolk
branch.

As successor to Mr. Tate, Mr. Foster has been a successful
and popular President of the Staff Common Room, with the
interests of its members very much at heart, and not afraid
to speak his mind clearly and forcefully on matters about
which he feels strongly, whether on behalf of the Staff or the
School as a whole.

Gordon has always received support from his charming
wife, Joy, who has herself taken a prominent part both in
School and other social activities. We wish them both a long
and happy retirement.
(Photograph, page 16)

"Thalassogenes"

OBITUARY
Leslie Oliver Barker

Leslie Barker died suddenly at his home in Ipswich on
29th June 1975; he was aged 75.

Mr. Barker joined the Staff of RHS, then at Greenwich,
as Science Master in 1929 and moved to Holbrook when the
School transferred there in 1933; he had previously been a
Schoolmaster, RN. He served continuously on the Staff
until he retired in 1965, and he was one of the small core of
established Assistant Masters available to continue at Hol-
brook throughout the 1939-45 War. In 1929 he had been the
only Science Master, with the highest academic goal at the
School the Artificer Apprentices' Selection examination;
when he retired in 1965 he was in charge of a Science Depart-
ment employing seven Assistant Masters, and submitting
annually many candidates for GCE at both "O" and "A"
levels. Primarily a teacher of Chemistry (although he could
offer all Science subjects) he had a remarkable record as a
teacher, in that he was able successively and successfully to
lift his teaching zones to the levels required; to GCE "O"
level in 1948, and then to "A" level in 1953. Indeed, the
development of "A" level courses at RHS was largely based
on his teaching, since initially only Science and Mathematics
subjects were offered. In 1954 eight boys offering three such
"A" level subjects each all passed in all three subjects, thus



establishing a 100% success record which, with the many
candidates now submitted, is unlikely to be broken in the
future. After his retirement, on one or two occasions when
there were Staff casualties, Mr. Barker returned to teach in
the School again for temporary periods. During one of them,
his discovery that one of his pupils was the grandson of a
boy he had taught many years before was a source of
considerable pleasure to him.

Mr. Barker's first wife was schoolmistress at Wherstead
for many years, sadly dying only a year or so after their
joint retirement. They had one child, a daughter, Pam, who
is a doctor. Mr. Barker had recently remarried.

N.A.Y.

OLD BOYS' ASSOCIATION
A Message from the Headmaster

It is a great pleasure to return to the School and to find the
Old Boys' Association so flourishing and enthusiastic. What
impresses me most is the obvious desire of so many former
pupils to maintain their contact with the School and the
hard work which is performed by the officers of the Associa-
tion to make this possible.

The generosity shown by the Association is marked.
Early in the School Year a case of modelling tools was
presented to the Modelling Club, much to its delight. Sub-
sequently discussions have begun about the endowment of a
further prize for the School and most recently the Association
inaugurated the Organ Appeal with a gift of £500.

The School thank the Old Boys for their support and looks
forward with confidence to the continuing growth of its
membership.

1S.B.W.
Honorary Secretary's Report

"It was a time during which I grew immeasurably in
responsibility and experience. A time in which T became
'We' and 'Mine' became 'Ours'."

Such were the feelings of one old boy from Greenwich
writing in his book about life at the old School, and a hard
life it was indeed.

Today, when for our young people so much is provided
and taken for granted, and taken by some as a right, I often
wonder if because of this they are able to speak of their days
at this school in the same way.

The school life is not now an entity in itself, but bound
very closely to the boy's life at home and the general attitudes
to life in pur society. To many old boys at Greenwich, the
life they lived at school was accepted as quite normal, but
by comparison with today the conditions were more than
just spartan. Yet, if it is the only secure life you know, then
you can become very much attached to "the place", and I
see as Secretary of the OBA a genuine respectful pride that
old boys of Greenwich have for their old school and for what
the present school is trying to do in these days of a difficult
and rapidly changing society.

As the School Prayer hoped the present school has been
enlarged to "a wider usefulness", and as our new President
remarked to the school-leavers this term, the boys here have
bred into them an attitude towards work and have had many
years of "loving" care which give them the confidence they
need to know that they can cope with life today.

It is because of the bond of affection which all old boys,
whether of Greenwich or Holbrook, are aware of for their
school that this is one of the most wonderful aspects of the
Old Boys' Association. During the last Reunion weekend, and
at Branch level, I am aware how well all generations get on
together. That this feeling I notice among old boys is a fact
was brought home to me after the Reunion when one
member of Staff, who had not been to an OBA Dinner
before, said that in a very real sense he felt that phrases like
"a great school" with its "roots firmly established in a proud
history" became for him a reality more from the presence and
friendship of the old boys and their Staff.

Although the Association must inevitably suffer from
having such a widespread rather than a localised member-
ship, the continued interest shown in the School and its
welfare, and what it tries to stand for, are very much upper-
most in their minds. It is not surprising therefore, but very
pleasing nevertheless, to see the financial contributions given
by the old boys this year, with the promise of more to follow.
The OBA Subscribers Fund, initiated by the Portsmouth

Branch, gave money for a beautiful set of modelling tools
for the Modelling Club, and at their AGM, the £500 the
Old Boys had in reserve was finally put to getting the Church
Organ Appeal Fund off the ground. Although we would have
liked the original idea of new cinema equipment for this
money, as the original proposal also said "or a suitable
alternative", we felt that the organ repairs, which are very
urgent, must take preference rather than buying in new
equipment for the cinema.

On this 50th Anniversary, our Golden Jubilee, we also
inaugurated two trophies and, we hope, one new prize. The
two trophies are the Lumsden Trophy, in memory of the late
Tommy Lumsden, ex-Deputy Head and OBA Vice -President,
to be awarded to the winners of the OBA/School Sailing
match each year. The second Trophy was the York Trophy,
very appropriately given for the winners of the OBA/School
Rugby match. The trophy obviously given in affectionate
memory of Mr. York and his love for the game of Rugby.

It is also hoped that a new annual prize will be established
to be given to the boy, who in the general opinion of the
Staff as a whole, has contributed most to the social life of
the School and who by his manner and bearing has added to
the well-being of the School.

I'm pleased to report that, after two years, the School won
the Hoare-Palmer Trophy for the overall winning the Sports
fixtures against the OBA. As the OBA have said, the trophy
is only on loan!

It would be possible to speak at length about the achieve-
ments of many old boys, but hopefully these will be listed in
the Notes at the end of the magazine.

In a recent letter that the Head received from a young old
boy who just gained a first-class degree, the old boy had
written two brief lines in which he simply said that he knew
where the credit really lay.

We welcome all the eighty-three new members who have
just joined us from school, and we look forward to seeing
you not only at the School, after two terms I may add (!),
but especially at the Branch meetings. Being the 50th year
both Branches are having special Dinner Dances. Chatham
in October and Portsmouth next April. Here again, it is
good to see both the younger and older members sharing the
organisation of these events as well as all other Branch
activities.

I pay special tribute to the Branch Secretaries and Officers,
and to the Branch Presidents, for their tireless work to keep
the OBA going well.

On your behalf, we would like to say that we have enjoyed
our first year under our new Presidency, and we thank him
for his constant reminders to the School and to parents about
the interest and activities of the Old Boys, from which we
know that we have his full support.

We welcomed into Honorary membership at the Reunion,
the present Director of Greenwich Hospital, Mr. R. Lewin,
CBE, and after forty years devoted and loyal service to the
School, Mr. G. Foster on his retirement from the School.
Mr. Foster has said publicly that he hopes that many of his
former pupils will come to see him when they are in the area.
He lives at Glebe Cottage, in Tattingstone, 4 miles from the
School — Bonne Chance, notre cher ami!

Finally, a reminder that I have ties and badges in stock,
and that the next main event after the Chatham Dinner and
Dance, will be the OBA Rugby match in November — on
the 8th, the same weekend this year as the Remembrance
Sunday.

To all old boys, both young and old, both far and near, we
send you birthday greetings on this our 50th Anniversary,
and wish you well. Let's be hearing from you!

Peter Crick, Hon. Sec.

PORTSMOUTH BRANCH NEWSLETTER
During the current year the Portsmouth Branch of the

OBA have been meeting at the ERAs' Club in Southsea on
the first Thursday of every month at 2000 hours. The venue
at the Red Lion, Stubbington, fell out of favour owing to the
clash with holidaymakers during the Summer season. So
until an alternative place can be found the above-mentioned
club will be our permanent meeting place.

The Committee which served during this period consisted
of the following:



President: Charles Hall
Vice-President: Bert Hatcher
Secretary: Jerry Harrison
Treasurer: Arthur Ampleford
Committee Members: Ron Palmer, Ken Wilson and

Ted Wright
The new Committee will most probably be the same with

the exception of the Secretary who has stood down. All the
officers plus Ted Wright (Sec. elect) were nominated and
seconded with no other applicants in the field. Ted Wright,
one of the younger members, we hope will prove an asset as
our new secretary by putting the younger point of view
across.

Obituaries. During the past year, the Portsmouth Branch
lost two of its most stalwart supporters. Last September,
Roy Richards passed away after a long illness. He had held
most offices at Branch level and served on the Committee at
the HQ at the School. He was a good Speaker and was
enthusiastic in all that he took part. He will be sadly missed.
In May our most revered member, Ron Palmer, passed on.
Everybody knew Ron. He was at the inception of the OBA,
a founder member in fact. He had served the Branch in
every office and for his faithful and long service was made an
Honorary Vice-President of the Association in 1961 —an
honour that is rarely bestowed. When he became less active
he remained on the Branch Committee to serve in an
advisory capacity so that all and sundry could take advantage
of his knowledge of the Association. He will always be
remembered.

The OBA weekend went off very well with Mr. York
taking his last salute as Headmaster and President of the
School and Association.

In December we held a Cheese and Wine Party in con-
junction with the Christmas Draw at the ERAs' Club. The
Branch's ladies procured and prepared a delicious spread of
cheeses and delicacies. Several types of wine to suit all tastes
were supplied and to round off the evening Ted Wright
supplied and operated his Disco'. So a very successful
evening both socially and financially was held.

Our Annual Dinner and Dance was held at the Port Royal
Restaurant in the Naval Base, Portsmouth. The new Head-
master, Mr. Worswick, MA, and Mrs. Worswick were the
Principal Guests. Although the evening began with a
"technical hitch" it all went well in the end, Mr. Worswick
giving the speech of the evening.

The Subscribers Fund presented to the School a kit of
modelling tools so that the boys may have a good start in
their new workshop.

A social link-up with the Chatham Branch began when
nine of their members visited us for the weekend. It proved
quite a success so now we hope to reciprocate by paying
them a visit next year.

Next year it is our 50th Anniversary. In order to make this
a success we have formed a committee to deal with any idea
that will make our Dinner and Dance a memorable one.

Meetings will continue to be held at the above-mentioned
Club. AH will be made welcome, so please call in if you are in
the area at that time.

J. H. Harrison (Sec.)

CHATHAM BRANCH REPORT 1975
The Branch has had a very good year and it is most

gratifying to see more members are attending the
Monthly Meetings, everyone is showing greater en-
thusiasm and this has brought good results in all the
Branch's activities. The younger members, too, are to
be congratulated and deserve a lot of praise for the
wonderful way that they are helping the Branch Officers
and Committee to run the Branch.

Correspondence has been fairly heavy, but we welcome
regular correspondence, especially from those who live
too far away to attend meetings but wish to keep an
active interest in Branch Affairs.

Receiving the Branch Monthly News Letter is also a
very good and pleasant way to keep in touch.

A Plea from the Secretary: Please let him know if you
have changed your address recently.
Branch News Letter

Regretfully, due to Mr. Rising Price, we have had to
put up the subscription for this to £1.00 per annum, but

we still think you get good value for your money. The
Branch Fund has to subsidise it, and thanks to our
regular attenders at meetings who make generous dona-
tions to the Fund we are still able to do this. Subscrip-
tions are now due. Please make out your cheques/postal
orders to (RHSOBA Chatham Branch).
Reunion Weekend

The Branch was well represented; it was a tremen-
dously enjoyable weekend and we extend our grateful
thanks to the Headmaster and School Staff, with a special
big "Thank you" to our hard-working Hon. General
Secretary.

We take this opportunity to thank Mr. G. Addy, the
retiring Hon. Treasurer, for all his successful and efficient
work while in Office; the Association has benefited
greatly from his splendid efforts.

We wish Mr. M. Townly every success in his appoint-
ment as the new OBA Hon. Treasurer.

The Branch's main function this year is our 50th Anni-
versary Dinner and Dance which is being held on Satur-
day, 18th October. Full details can be obtained from the
Branch Social Secretary, Mr. T. Lewing, 64 Forge Lane,
Higham, Near Rochester, Kent. Tickets are available
now, price £4.00 per person. Please note seating accom-
modation is limited to 100 persons.
Flashback

In 1938 a Dinner was held at the RN College, Green-
wich, on 24th September and price of tickets then were
as follows: Old Boys 6/-, one guest per Old Boy 7/-, and
all guests in excess of one 10/-. An interesting com-
parison on present-day prices.
Branch Officers for 1975-1976.

Branch President: Mr. N. Trainer; Vice-President:
Mr. A. Gibson; Secretary: Mr. W. Ravenscroft;
Treasurer: Mr. T. Richards; Social Secretary: Mr. T.
Lewing; Branch Representative: Mr. P. Parkinson;
Branch News Letter Editor: Mr. A. Houghton.

Finally a reminder to all Old Boys, a warm welcome
awaits you at our new HQ, the City Arms, Victoria
Street, Rochester, Kent, and please note that the meet-
ings are now held on the First Wednesday of each month
at 19.30 hours.

Best wishes to all Officers and members of the Asso-
ciation from all members of Chatham Branch.
Mr. N. Trainor (President),

100 Home Wood,
Rainham,

Kent.
Mr. W. T. Ravenscroft (Hon. Sec.),

45 Mill's Terrace,
Chatham,

Kent.

WHERE DO ALL THE "OLD BOYS" GO?
Until recently any boy who joined the Royal Hospital

School had no difficulty in choosing a career — if he
was medically fit he joined the Royal Navy. His parents
signed an undertaking to this effect as a condition of
entry.

On Speech Day we were talking to Sir John Lang, who
spoke of the satisfaction he got, as one of those who
planned the development of School from a Naval Train-
ing Establishment into its present form, where all pro-
fessions and careers are open to pupils.

To assist boys to consider and choose wisely a suitab'e
career coming as they do from a Service background, we
need to guard against the tendency for some boys to
assess themselves too narrowly and offset the tendency
of some parents, unaware of present-day opportunities in
employment, training and higher education, to think of
only a few occupations as suitable for their sons.

The Careers Department together with the Careers
Advisory Service endeavour to devise a continuous pro-
gramme from the Third Form onwards which includes
discussions; talks by experts from industry, the profes-
sions and universities; radio, television programmes and
films. All these activities help towards the choosing of a
career and the transition from school to work or voca-
tional or educational courses at technical colleges,
universities or polytechnics.



During this time an Occupational Interests Question-
naire is completed by every boy and the results discussed
at individual interviews with a member of the Careers
Staff and later with the visiting Careers Advisory Officer
— the expert in current opportunities — educational and
vocational.

Having in the beginning of the fifth year discovered
the type of career he wishes to follow, the hurdles to
be overcome must be considered.
Examinations

Why are schools, teachers, parents and pupils prepared
to see all the Summer term devoted to examinations
which disrupt the normal activities of the School? To
attempt to answer this question, dipping into the history
of examinations it appears that they originated in China
in the first millennium BC. Competition for the Imperial
Service was intense and nepotism was rife. A system of
practical tests was instituted involving horse-riding,
archery and such skills. This evolved into placing more
emphasis on academic skills through written papers —
not unlike the scholarship examinations set by Oxford
and Cambridge.

In this country examinations only began to be used in
the early nineteenth century — and the main reason for
their introduction was identical to that which led the
Chinese to establish them, namely to eliminate nepotism
and unfair practices.

Whether examinations really are a good measure of
future performance or ability we must accept that em-
ployers are further and higher education regard "O"
level passes — particularly in Maths and English — as
indicators of general competence.

All boys in the School take the CSE or "O" level
examinations. Those showing good academic ability are
encouraged to take a two-year "A" level course — and
if their performance in the first year suggests that they
have suitable ability and temperament they are advised
to apply for a university place — again with the guidance
of the Careers Staff and CAO as is natural and desir-
able. Many boys follow their fathers into the Navy and
take their examinations for entry. The others apply for
the suitable level of entry into industry, commerce,
further or technical education.

With so many vocational courses available in the
Technical Colleges and Polytechnics, it is sometimes diffi-
cult for a boy to decide at which level he wishes to
enter his career.

The Ordinary National Diploma — the first profes-
sional qualification in his chosen field, would mean to
years further study after "O" levels or its equivalent —
but study of vocational subjects, and then possibly two
more years to the Higher National Diploma. The same
end could be achieved by staying at school for appro-
pirate "A" levels and then taking the Higher National
Diploma.

We give below some details of what those leaving in
July this year hope to be doing in the future. Although
the country is going through a period of "depression"
we are happy to say that very few leave without an
apprenticeship, cadetship or place in a Technical College,
Polytechnic or University and a clear idea of where they
are going.
University

Twenty-three — as the Duke of Edinburgh told us
when he visited some time ago, being a student is not
a career. These twenty-three having varying goals, from
medicine to civil engineering and include two RN Uni-
versity Cadetships.

Teacher Training Colleges, 2; Merchant Navy Cadet-
ships, 9; Police Cadetships, 4; Further Education, 24;
RN Artificer Apprentices, 6; OND Courses of various
kinds, 6; Engineering Technical Apprentices, 7; Army —
musician, 1; Army — Bandsman, 1; Army — Junior
Leader, 2; Carpenters and Cabinet Makers, 3; Craft
Apprentice Engineers, 7; Civil Service, 3; Banking, 2.
These are some of the proposed careers and depend to
some extent on examination results.

In the Autumn of 1971 we made a survey of all who
had left in July 1971 and the confirmed analysis was:

Confirmed Occupations or Further Education, etc., of
all leavers, July 1971.

University, 15; Polytechnics, 7; Colleges of Education,
3; Technical Colleges, 29; Local Schools, 10. Total: 64.

RN and Royal Marines, Cadet, 4, OR, 6; Merchant
Navy and Royal Fleet Auxiliary Cadet, 8, OR, 2; RN
Dockyard, OR, 1; Army and RAF, Cadet, 3, OR, 6.
Total Cadets. 15; Total OR, 15.

Police Cadetships, 4; Left under School-Leaving Age
and went to Local Schools, 6; Emigration, 1.

"ZIGGER ZAGGER"
By Peter Terson

Mr. Alan Birbeck's production of "Zigger Zagger", a
play written originally for the National Youth Theatre, had
all the ingredients of success for a school performance.
Colour, rowdiness, vitality, warmth, violence, comedy — they
were all there in abundance. The theme of the play, whether
Harry — the young school-leaver played by Brett Lilley
with a suitably bemused air — would be lured to follow the
gang of football fanatics led by the extrovert Zigger — Rob
Drewett — or would settle down to a worthwhile job and
discover some purpose in life, has a clear relevance to society
today. The right mood was at once established as, with Mr.
Buckingham's bandsmen playing the Match of the Day
Anthem — an anthem for doomed youth, I wonder? — the
supporters poured up the body of the hall to climb the stage
and take their places on the terraces, liberally daubed with
graffiti — surely one of the most abandoned sets Mr. Brooke
has ever created. Was I the only spectator to sense a feeling
of fear as the shouting, chanting hordes approached us from
the rear? Thereafter it was their singing and scarf-waving
which dominated the play, holding together a loosely knit
succession of scenes.

As one scene followed another there were numerous nicely
conceived cameos to amuse and delight us. Robert Parkin as
a suitably large policeman, David Wells as the recruiting
sergeant — "There's something about a soldier", Adam
Mitchell-Christie as a tweedy magistrate, and David Marsh
as a trendy vicar, all made an impact as did many others.
The large cast, many seizing the opportunity to appear on
stage for the first time, will I hope forgive me if I single out
for special mention Les and Edna, played by Michael
Robinson and Alison Grave. The former especially, who had
surely picked up a tip or two from one of television's
"Likely Lads", played his part to perfection and made the
most of an excellent script. I would like to add how much we
appreciated Alison and the other girls from Westbourne
School who were in the cast; our thanks too to Mrs. Birbeck
for recruiting them.

A programme note informed us that the original director
of "Zigger Zagger" called it "a modern allegory". To my
mind this is rather a pretentious claim but it cannot be denied
that the play provided much food for thought; animated
conversation in the Staff Common Room afterwards testified
to that. Furthermore it must be said that this particular
production was enthusiastically received by a large School
audience on both evenings. All who saw it would wish to
join me in thanking Mr. Birbeck, his cast, and all who
contributed backstage, for an immensely enjoyable evening.

R.E.G.

Cast in order of appearance: Zigger Zagger, Rob Drewett;
Harry, Brett Lilley; 1st Policeman, Robert Parkin; Dentist,
Michael Akers; Headmaster, Adrian Hyde-Price; Caretaker,
Stephen Fox; Teacher, David Crane; Newsagent, Peter
Hannam; Edna, Alison Grave; Les, Michael Robinson;
2nd Policeman, Anthony Gardner; Chairman, Stephen
Traynor; Youth Careers Officer, Anthony Bew; Recruiting
Sergeant, David Wells; Medical Officer, Charlie Pittam;
1st Letter Reader, Russ Martin; 2nd Letter Reader, Richard
Squires; Old Soldier, Martin Forth; Magistrate, Adam
Mitchell-Christie; 3rd Letter Reader, Michael Smith; 4th
Letter Reader, Ashley Bowden; Glenice, Crystal Turner;
Sandra, Julie Laffling; Youth Leader, Nigel Cook; Stanley,
Nicholas Prideaux; Discotheque Girls, Penny Fuller, Carolyn
Gray; K;«cen?,NeilTink; Vicar,David Marsh; 1 stApprentice,
David Cherriman; 2nd Apprentice, Phillip Merrick; 3rd
Apprentice, John Miles; Setting, Any large soccer-crazy
city.



The Supporters: Tim Adams, Timothy Akers, Tony Allport,
Michael Bamfield, Gary Bird, Andrew Burton, Graham
Chapman, Richard Coulbert, Richard Cross, Shane Duncan,
Ian Dunnington, Shaun Edwards, James Eyre, Simon
Farquhar, Jeremy Foale, Robert Ferguson, Martin Goff,
Bill Hakin, Neil Herbert, Andy Kinnaird, Guy Lockwood,
Mike Lofts, Tim Mann, Steven Mason, Andrew McNabb,
Robert McNee, Timothy O'Leary, Sterling Patch, Bruce
Pearce, Vincent Pearson, Paul Preston, Matthew Richards,
Kevin Robinson, Gary Root, Neil Sanders, Graeme Sears,
Chris Sherry, Will Singleton, Michael Stannard, Jeff Stewart,
Mark Taylor, Simon Taylor, Kevin Thompson, Gordon
Tompkinson, Peter Traynor, Albert Tuckett, David Twist,
David Tyler, Stephen Wade, Derek Wall, David Wells,
Martin Williams, Mark Wise.
Set designed by Mr. J. E. P. Brooke. Lighting by Mr. A. J.
Marshall, Michael Nash, Simon Foale, Nigel Holmes. Make-
up organised by Mr. E. H. Gentry. Production Assistant,
Mr. A. E. R. Albert. The band directed by Mr. E.
Buckingham.

HOLBROOK POETRY, 1975
Vagabond

I came across it in a gloomy alley,
A crumpled heap of tatters,
In the meagre shelter of a dustbin.
Another shrunken, rotting, body,
All methylated breath and wrinkles;
Another living corpse.
I roused him with my foot
And he stared at me vacantly,
Showing no reaction to my uniform.
Watery, red-rimmed eyes, that once had
Shone with a naive confidence in life,
Now betrayed the defencelessness of
A soul struggling against despair.
1 heard my practised words,
Echoing tonelessly down the alley:
"Come on them, up you get, old feller."
He rose to face the cold, morning sky,
His clammy hand clasping a comfortless bottle,
And shuffled off to defy another day.

L. W. Snow
Nye Poetry Prize Winner

A Holiday to the Past
Silent, child-like memories abroad,
Full of laughter, and sunny quiet.
Memories like soft satin
Floating through my mind.
A fluttering of pigeons

in San Marco's Square.
That mysterious call of the faithful

to prayer.
Sad, grey Pompeian ruins.
Jolly red London buses.
The white beauty of Athenian stone.
Endless miles of Mediterranean blue.
Stern Roman columns, showing us

glorious events of the Empire.
Tall white towers, from Pisa

to Persia.
I will never forget all those

memories of happy times
that were mine.

D. L. Cunningham

The Answer
A casual inquiry yesterday
Brought the question:
"What do you fear most?"
It was not that I didn't think, or that
[ wished to dismiss the conversation,
For I could but reply: "I don't know."
It worried me!
It worried me so much, last night,
That I dreamt and found the answer.
In a crowded room of people I sat,
Undisturbed amidst a sea of faces,
A milling void of strangers.

No one saw me, no one touched . . . there was silence.
I awoke, sweating.
I awoke, sweating, and I knew the answer.
Ever since I could remember, I had felt He was there,
Even if there was no one else, there was Him.
With Him I could never be alone, unprotected.
Never feel lonely, or helpless, in a crowded emptiness.
My fear is that I may no longer feel His presence;
I fear Doubt.

L. W. Snow

The Creative Art (an extract)
I work, not for the sake of work,
But because 1 love my work.
I enjoy using my skill to create,
It matters not what,
For it is the making I enjoy.
I love the smell of metal,
Burnished, tempered, or planished.
Each has its own effect on me.
Or there again I could paint,
The colours, the shades,
All of them at my command,
They go where I say,
The result is all mine.
The shades may mix or
The colours may be stark,
But whichever they are
No one can deny the work was mine.
Perhaps I could whittle.
I would sharpen my knives,
And test them on my thumb,
And then I would start.
Then it would begin to take shape.
Finally it would be finished,
The work of an artist.
But I can do none of these.
So I put my poor inadequate hand to writing these
My thoughts, on the skill of creating.
I am sure my bluntness shows through,
For I am not an artist,
And I know not the joy,
The sense of achievement that my work would bring . . .
I feel like a speck of dust.

S. Salisbury

ORIENTEERING
This year the Orienteering Club has had one outstanding

success and very little else to support it. Our golden hour was
our entry in the Suffolk Junior Championships at Tunstall
Forest in November. Our two teams took first and second
team places in the Intermediate class by large margins. We
also had the first and second individual places, Chris
Gilbert-Wood and Mike Smith respectively.

Also in this academic year we had entries in both the 1974
and 1975 East Anglian Championships. In November at
Maulden Wood in Hertfordshire we took third and fifth
team places and in March at Tunstall we took third.

We had a badge event at Tunstall at the end of September
in which we did well, gaining several silver standards. In
May we had another one in Epping Forest in which we came
up against very stiff opposition, including Chris Braysher,
and no one did very well. There have also been several local
schools events through which we have been able to build a
nucleus of keen Fourth-Form boys.

We have a strong senior team from which we are only
losing one this summer so we hope to be able to retain the
Suffolk Intermediate Cup next year. Our regular seniors are
Hook, Tesk, K., Scott, Bowden, Greenfield, Gilbert-Wood,
Lee and Smith, M.

I wish to convey my thanks on behalf of all who took part
in events this year, especially to Mr. Platt for his constant
enthusiasm, and also to Messrs. Crossland and Albert for
their assistance. I would also like to thank the mini-bus
drivers for sacrificing their Sundays off to take us to the
events.

I hope we will be able to find good form next year.
Dave Smith



MY FAVOURITE PORT OF CALL ON THE CRUISE —
JERUSALEM

The Nevasa gently berthed at Haifa, in Israel, after her
short journey from Beirut, in the Lebanon.

We started off fairly early, as we had a long coach journey
ahead of us. My coach was very fortunate, for we had an
extremely friendly guide and driver. On our way, as a special
extra, we stopped at a Jaffa Orange Factory to have a look
around. The place was very interesting, and as it was a hot,
sunny day we were each given a big, fat, juicy Jaffa orange.

Time dragged by, until we finally arrived at Jerusalem —
the Holy City. We went up on to the Mount of Olives, where
Jesus ascended into Heaven. We had a magnificent view of
the ancient walled city.

From there, we visited the Church of Nations, which was
frequently visited by Christ, a beautiful building indeed.

Next, we went to have a look inside the marvellous walled
city. We had a look at the Wailing Wall, where Jews come
to pray to God. Some people even go to the extent of placing
a written prayer in a nook in the wall.

Our next visit was to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre,
where Jesus was cleansed and clothed after being taken
down from the Cross.

Next we visited the most magnificent sight on the cruise,
the Dome on the Rock. Near by there is a fountain where the
Muslims wash their feet before going inside the beautiful
Mosque, barefooted, to pray to Allah! The Jews have
always wanted to build a synagogue on the same spot because
they believe that it was the place where Abraham laid down
his son as a sacrifice to God, showing his great faith, and
they also think that it is the place where Christ will return
and prove to be their salvation. The Mosque, with its beauti-
ful golden dome is the old city's dominant figure, in full
control of the whole scene.

We now had to hurry to Bethlehem, Christ's birth-town.
We went inside the marvellous Church of the Nativity, which
was built over Christ's humble birthplace. A short flight of
steps leads down to the grotto, which is no longer humble,
but is wonderfully ornate, with many candles, tapestries and
other decorations.

Once outside we did some shopping, and we had a great
view of the hills, where the shepherds watched over their
flocks by night.

Our journey back to the ship soon passed, and, after a
meal, I finally slid into a deep slumber.

Next morning we all climbed to the top of a hill and saw
Haifa from a bird's-eye view. We then did our shopping, and
in mid-afternoon the Nevasa gently slipped her moorings
and glided out of the harbour towards Heraklion, on the
Greek island of Crete.

Jonathan Hendrick
Blake (2U)

GEOGRAPHY FIELD COURSE: 2nd to 9th September
1974

Idwal Cottage Youth Hostel, situated at the top of the Nant
Ffrancon Valley, acted as our base from which we embarked
on many interesting ventures. Every day of the field course
provided new experiences, things which many of us had
never attempted or seen, including the seemingly endless
rain. The field course included a variety of items to do,
ranging from a town survey of Bethesda to climbing Snowdon.

Visits to the nearby town of Bethesda and a longer trip
by the School mini-bus to Anglesey all proved successful. We
were even granted the luck of a break in the weather at
Anglesey, allowing us to swim in the "heated" waters near
the nuclear power-station at Wylfa Head.

The field course also included many interesting walks, of
which the one along the Nant Ffrancon Valley and another
around Cwm Idwal were for us the most interesting. Every-
one was delighted at seeing the Devil's Kitchen, with its
waterfall. We also spent a whole day following the Afon
Glaslyn from its source 830 metres up Snowdon until it
enters the sea at Portmadoc. This was followed by a look
around Harlech.

Of course being in the presence of as many mountains we
had to go climbing and this we did. First of all up Tryfan via
Bwlch Tryfan in the driving wind and torrential rain,
thoroughly enjoying ourselves. When, towards the end of the
week, the weather began to clear we climbed up Snowdon by

way of the South Ridge. Although the weather was good
when we started, half-way up it changed drastically until it
was impossible to see for more than about 10 yards. However,
after a long rest at the mountain-top cafe we reached the
bottom safely.

Every day was extremely successful, always beginning and
ending with splendid meals at Idwal Cottage, supplied by
"Mr. and Mrs. Warden" who also provided ample packed
lunches. The Hostel itself was extremely comfortable and
always offered a huge amount of hospitality.

Altogether the course provided some very interesting and
useful educational benefits as well as some very humorous
moments. Such a moment came when Luigi Stoppani
decided to slide down Snowdon but soon found himself
too near the edge for comfort and seemingly unable to stop,
however he did just in time, very white-faced. Another
humorous moment arrived one evening at the Youth Hostel
when Mrs. Warden organised a Country Dancing night.
Boys and girls were falling over with laughter all over the
place and Mr. Platt and Mr. Rodway certainly appeared to
enjoy themselves.

To sum up, I am sure every one of us who went on the
course thoroughly enjoyed it and greatly benefited from it
both educationally and in new experiences. Also I am sure
everyone would like to thank Mr. Platt and Mr. Rodway for
organising the field course and making it so enjoyable.

John Dunford

SNOWDONIA, JUNE 1975
The half-term weekend held a new experience for the five

of us. I think we were all apprehensive as we left school in
blazing sunshine. It was still very warm when we got off the
train at Bangor Station and set off for the Snowdon Ranger
Youth Hostel, at the foot of Mt. Snowdon.

The next morning was even hotter than the last, and as we
set off for the summit of Snowdon with shirts and sweaters
we soon came to the conclusion that it was going to be hot
and the jumpers soon disappeared into our rucksacks.
Chris even went as far as to take off his Derby Co. bobble-
cap! After a number of short rests we finally reached the
summit, the most welcome sight imaginable. Despite there
being a large number of people already up there we felt we
had just conquered the unconquerable. Although conditions
were hazy, the view of the various passes was quite awe-
inspiring. After a long rest we set off down the mountain, a
journey much shorter than the ascent. By the time we reached
the Hostel we were hot, sore-footed and relieved to know
that we could have a shower! Only then did we realise how
much we had caught the sun, as the drops of water brought
instant unbearable torture to our skin. We spent the evening
resting, enjoying the cool evening breeze.

If Saturday was hot, Sunday was scorching, so much so
that climbing was out of the question, and a leisurely walk to
Beddgelert seemed a much better idea. Mr. Platt was most
upset when he discovered that a shop along the way did not
sell ice-lollies! The sight of cool, flowing water in the shape
of the River Conway was too much for us all, and we were
soon enjoying the coolness of the water. Even Ian Jones, who
had forgotten his swimming-trunks, was in. His underpants
needed washing, anyway! Mr. Platt, however, could only
manage to get his feet wet!

After an afternoon of basking in the sun we returned to
the Hostel as red as beetroots. After tea, while admiring the
lake opposite the Hostel, Chris was overcome by the
romantic setting of it all, and we later retrieved him as we
dived into the lake at 10.15 p.m.

Needless to say, Chris and Vince, who had found a new
friend to keep him amused, were late for breakfast the next
morning. The trip had been great and we were all disheart-
ened as we left the scene of a most enjoyable break. Our
sincere thanks must go to Mr. Platt for organising the trip
and looking after us! We all hope he enjoyed it as much as
we did. Those who went were: Brett Lilley, Ian Jones, Vince
Pearson, Chris Pearce and Will Watson.

Brett Lilley and Ian Jones
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SIXTH FORM FILM SOCIETY
In its third year of existence, the Society has had a reason-

able year. The basis for this being the hard work of my
predecessor Vince Bull and Mr. Platt the resident projection-
ist.

The highest membership percentage, of the Sixth Form,
was achieved this year, having only one member of the Sixth
Form not join. All of the members had the benefit of good
sound, thanks to the Sixth Form agreeing to the purchase of
a speaker. I hope Ian Bateson takes to needlework and
sews a few sheets together to provide the Society with a whole
screen for next year. I also wish him luck in taking over from
me. I also hope he learns how to ignore critics, such as Nigel
Cook who criticised all this year's films, but thoroughly
enjoyed them.

There were mixed views and reactions about the films,
which is oniy to be expected. But all the members who saw
all of the films must agree they got their money's worth.

I expect the membership of the Society to be very high
again next year, due to the very good choice of films. These
films are: "The Canterbury Tales", "Prime Cut", "Yellow
Dog", "Chato's Land", "Soft Beds, Hard Battles", "Fuzz",
"Midnight Cowboy", "Hang "em High", "King Boxer",
"Theatre of Blood", "Electra Glide in Blue", and for the
second time "The Dirty Dozen".

1 would like to thank most sincerely Mr. Platt for the time
he gives, voluntarily, to the Society in working the projector
and as chairman and referee on the Film Selection Committee.
Also thanks to his unique friend Mr. Crossland who helped
out when asked.

Lastly our thanks to Mr. Home for his unseen work, by
the majority of the Society, in ordering and making sure of
safe delivery of all the films.

Neil Tink

CHAPLAIN'S NOTES
"AD MA1OREM DEI GLORIAM" — "To the Greater

Glory of God". Those words written in stone at the east end
of the Chapel sum up for me everything that the RHS stands
for. Because I believe that the heart of this young and vigorous
community is its regular attempt to make communion with
God; through the Daily Prayers, the Sunday Services
attended by the whole school, and the frequent Holy
Communion Services, during the week and on Sundays
(increasingly and well supported). I see this as a potentially
Christian community, open to the influence of the Spirit of
God. In the end the things of the spirit are the most vital in
any educational system; qualities of character, vision and
principle help boys to become men of decision, and leader-
ship and responsibility. And spiritual gifts come from God.
Communion and community go together. So I thank God for
the vision of Arthur Smallwood, one-time Director of
Greenwich Hospital, who had the foresight to have such a
magnificent cathedral-like basilica of a chapel built at
Holbrpok to remind future generations of boys of the
essentially Christian character of the School.

For the past three years it has been my privilege to be
here as Chaplain, and I thank God for the remembrance of
all those days. It has been the greatest challenge of my life,
and I must say that I have been encouraged by the friendship,
and the support and the response of the whole community . . .
boys, teaching colleagues and all the other Staff. I thank you
for the privilege of being able to share something of your life
with you; you have given me so much, and I have grown and
developed among you.

If you allow yourself to iive under the influence of the
Spirit of God; if you have a vocational attitude to your life's
work — you will find that you will be lead by the Spirit to
new situations; to new challenges and new responsibilities.
It was honestly under God that I came here; and under His
influence that I leave. I did not apply for my new job; it
came and after careful consideration it became clear that this
was what the Lord wanted me to do next. So in September I
shall begin work as the Vicar of the Parish of Tupsley in
Hereford City. Here I shall have the responsibility of caring
for two church schools (primary and comprehensive) apart
from a large and vigorous parish, so I hope to keep my
commitment to education and young people going.

I am sure that it was the same Spirit of God which helped
Michael Henley to discover his true vocation within the

Chaplaincy Department of the Royal Navy. He had left the
Navy six years before to work as Chaplain to the students of
St. Andrew's University in Scotland, and to be a most loyal
and effective assistant chaplain and friend to everyone at
RHS from 1972 to 1974. We wish him and Rachel and their
children every good wish in their new work at Chatham, and
thank them for their contribution and for sharing their many
talents with us.

The two events which stand out in my mind during this last
year are first the Confirmation Service, held this year at the
end of the Lent term, when the Bishop of St. Edmunsbury
and Ipswich came to confirm forty-three boys. It was an
inspiring Service and very well attended by many parents and
friends. The other was a Service in the Summer term taken
entirely by members of the Sixth Form, when a dramatic
presentation of the short play the "Toymaker" was so
effective that there was spontaneous applause! Clapping in
chapel during a service . .. what next!

It has been good to welcome many visitors during the
year, and especially Brother Alan Watts of the Community
of the Resurrection, Mirrield, who came twice — in the
Autumn and Lent terms and has helped many boys during
his days with us — not least in showing us how to tie our-
selves in knots in yoga! Everyone who came thoroughly
enjoyed the infectious enthusiasm and great musicianship of
the Water into Wine Band who gave a concert in the bummer.
And my friend and colleague of former days the Rev. John
Robson, Chaplain of Christ's Hospital told an interesting
story of the boy called "Bringer of Victory".

But as so often happens it was the laymen who preached
who have made the lasting impression. Mr. Foster was most
entertaining (why shouldn't we enjoy sermons!). We shall
never forget what he said: "J.O.Y. Jesus: Others: Yourself"
— it has summed up everything that he has stood for in over
forty years of devoted service to the School and not least to
the chapel. We wish him and Mrs. Foster every happiness in
their retirement. For his gentleness, and humility and his
sense of humour and last and not least his friendship — we
are deeply grateful. Mr. Marshall also gave an inspiring
address, ilow shall I ever forget his transformer — even
though it was "clapped out!" It is always a brave thing for a
man to stand up and to be counted as a Christian; but when
that man is also a respected Scientist — it does the cause of
Christ great good by shattering the popular myth that there
is some rift between religion and science. Surely they are
complementary!

Every Service during the year has been greatly helped by
the leadership of the chapel choir, which has been excep-
tionally good this year. It seems to be going from strength to
strength. Services which stand out in my mind are: the
Advent Carol Service; the Christmas Carol Service, the
Epiphany-tide Service of Processions and carols; and the
Easter Carol Service. But the climax has really come in the
Summer term with the excellence of sound produced at the
Recital of Music and the Commemoration Service. It has
been a great privilege for me to have had the chance to sing
with the choir, under the wise and talented leadership of Mr.
Frank Davies. For a feast of music — thank you very much.

I cannot end without paying a tribute to the many people
who work "behind the scenes". Mrs. Garrett has kept the
chapel beautifully. She matches her meticulous care with an
infectious friendship — nothing is too much trouble. It has
been a delight to know her. I am grateful to Rob Drewett and
his team of Sacristans for their daily routine duties which
help to keep the place running smoothly. To the many ladies
who have done theflowers we say thank you — and especially
this year to Mrs. Clarke the Matron of Drake House for the
impressive display of dried flowers during the winter. To
Lesson readers, servers, sidesmen, thank you too — and last
but not least Mr. Derek Everard, Lay Reader, colleague and
friend, for his loyal and willing help during the past two terms.
A very special feature of the Christian life at RHS has been
the opportunity it has given me to join in ecumenical worship.
I am most grateful to my two colleagues the Rev. Pat
Moffett and Fr. Crispin McGuire for their friendship and
their prayerful co-operation, not least at school prayers on
Mondays and Tuesdays. It has also been my delight to take
prayers in the Roman Catholic Chapel every week; and also
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to have shared one service a term together. The Lord com-
manded us to love one another — and at the heart of His
prayer was His wish that we would be ONE.

It has been good to know you: to those leaving with us I
say "Go forth with God!" to those remaining: "God be with
you till we meet again." My wife and family join me in
saying: "Goodbye and may God Bless you all!" J. H-M.

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND AND FREE CHURCHES
It is always good to record progress in the Ecumenical

field and this year has been a memorable one with three con-
celebrations of Holy Communion in the School Chapel and
three Ecumenical Services. The Church of Scotland and
Free Churches Chaplain was also particularly privileged this
year to be invited to preach in the School Chapel on the
Sunday of Old Boys' Reunion Weekend as well as on several
other occasions.

Within the context of our own fellowship the year has
seen good progress. The Juniors took a leading part in the
Service on the First Sunday in Advent with a short play called
"The Wood Speaks" — an acted parable of the birth and
death of Jesus Christ. The standard of performance by all
who took part was of a very high order. At the end of the
Spring term, our worship was inspiringly led by members of
the Fourth Form.

On Whit-Sunday, 18th May, seven New Members con-
firmed their Baptismal Vows, were received into the Church
by prayer and the laying-on of hands and admitted to the
Fellowship of the Lord's Table.

To those who are leaving we say: "We wish you good luck
in the Name of the Lord." May we all look forward to the
future with Hope and Confidence in Him.

P. J. Moffett

ROMAN CATHOLIC NOTES
Another school year has flown by and the editor

exhorts me to take up my pen and write.
For the second year running, we had a large number

of new boys (14) so that our numbers went up to fifty-
eight, the highest they have been for some years.

During the Autumn term sixteen boys were Confirmed
by Bishop A. Clarke at St. Joseph's College Chapel on
8th December. Two boys made their First Communion
during the year.

With such a preponderance of new boys, the weekly
choir practice for junior boys has been reintroduced, and
the standard of singing has greatly improved. We have
also concentrated on raising the standard of the lay
readers on Sundays. It is now quite good, and con-
gratulations are due to all concerned for the extra effort
involved.

The junior choir plus the Sacristans had a very enjoy-
able outing to Clacton. In view of the very wet day, the
choice of Button's Holiday Camp for the day must have
been divinely inspired!

The prospect of a congregation of 130 plus for Mass
on Commemoration Sunday drove us to seek a new
home. By kind permission of the Rev. P. J. Moffett,
Mass took place in the Free Church Chapel. It was very
heartening to see such a splendid gathering of both boys
and parents and was a very fitting end to the School
Year.

On the Tuesday, after the departure of the boys, I
learnt that as a result of a Provincial Chapter there had
been a general move-round of Friars, Father Crispin
among them, and that he has been posted to Liverpool.

We thank him for his friendliness and help during his
brief period as our Chaplain. We shall miss his "spiri-
tual" stories and his short but pithy sermons. We wish
him all happiness and success in his new task.

We also said goodbye to the Rev. J. R. Hall-Mathews.
We are grateful to him, too, for the way he has
worshipped with us on Wednesday mornings. We wish
both Mrs. Hall-Mathews and himself all happiness and
success in their new venture into Parish work.

Once again our thanks to the ladies who kindly under-
take the arrangements of the flowers each week, to Mr.
A. J. Cairns for his untiring efforts to increase our
musical vocabulary, and to the two hard-working Sacris-
tans, M. Wise and B. Weaver.

G.O.H.

SIXTH FORM CONCERT, 1975
Yet again the concert had to maintain a high standard set

by the previous year, and all in all this was achieved. The
show started with a guest appearance of the Fifth-Form
group "Eddie and the Druts", which was started up with
Will Singleton's rendering of "Away the Toast".

This was closely followed by the beauty contest sketch,
which nearly died due to the shortage of a good script.

The most startling event of the evening was when the
"Osmonds" came on. The School erupted, and "Donny"
and "Marie" (Mus Murray and Chilli Childs) did not know
what to do. The audience called for three encores.

"Budda" Richards and gang as Gary Splutter (Rigormortis
and the Stiffs) doing their version of "I'm Back" livened up
the hall again after the beauty contest.

The best sketch, as far as comedy was concerned was
"Plonk" Parkin and his "word association" (football)
sketch, which although probably not understood by the
younger school, was closely backed up by his excellent
"Flower-Arranging" sketch.

"Marshall Dylan" (Mr. Marshall's stage name) followed
along with one of his jokes(?), which will no doubt never be
forgotten!

Shaun O'Hara and "Luigi" Cunningham followed with
some impersonations, the best understood of which was
"Er ..." Columbo, which was keenly applauded by Mr.
Chick.

A brave attempt at "Swan Lake in Drag" was done by
Blake's Angels (comprising Blake Badge Boys), which was
OK even though the music stopped half-way through.

The highlight of the evening was the group "Fox", whose
members were Martin Forth, Mark Holbrook, Jerry Mee
and Chris Cook. They made full use of the 600 of sound
which rocked the hall, Chris playing a tremendous eight-
minute drum solo, and the rest contributed some very skilful
and intricate guitar playing. They rounded off the evening
with a rendering of "Blowing Free' and, traditionally, "All
Right Now".

I would like to thank the comperes, Dave Wells and Mac
Edwards, and also Doug, for their patience out front while
the stage was being cleared, the most patient being Mike
Nash who excellently did lights (best ever) and John Daragon
on "Amps". Also Dave Marsh who handled all accounts.

I must also thank the Staff who let us disrupt the hall.
Mr. Worswick for his keen support, along with Mr. Hardy
and Mr. Morris who helped with the "red-tape".

Mr. Birbeck, Mr. Marshall and Mr. Brookes for allowing
us to use the stage a few days before the School play. The
CNI for collecting the amps and equipment from Ipswich.

We apologise to all those who were woken up by the music
as it was a trifle loud!

The concert made £44 profit (after £30 for amps and
tickets) half of which went to charity and half towards a
new SIXTH FORM RECORD-PLAYER!

Mike Eyre

ART CLUB
Having won the art prize I was told that this also included

the extra privilege of writing the Art Club report, so here
goes.

The Club continues in it's usual erratic way. Earlier this
term Mr. Brooke and Mr. Gentry were dragged by the new
breed of Picassos on the annual trip to the Royal Academy
Summer Exhibition. The Exhibition was up to its usual high
standard. After this we proceeded to the National Gallery;
as the heat was so stifling most of us forwent such cultural
delights, and went paddling in the fountains around Nelson's
Column.

A number of original ideas have been produced this year.
Dave Crocker seemed to reign supreme in this field — felt
record-players, moon creatures made of piano keys and such
diverse objects, also in the running was Gerald Colley with
his fists. Now the Art room seems to be the production line
for the "Land of the Giants" stage set with giant cigarette
packets, brasso cans and other such larger than life litter
cluttering up the place.

This year saw the enlargement of silk-screen printing in
the Art room. Opportunities for personal gain were seen in
this and soon the Art room was a beehive of activity.
Fortunes were made and lost — Mr. Brooke's fortunes lost
and the boys' fortunes made!
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We are as usual all grateful to Mr. Brooke for his patience,
understanding and continual willingness to help those who
wish to create a visual form for their ideas.

S. J. V. Ellis
CHOIR REPORT

Throughout the past year the School Choir has maintained
its high standard of performance, with the younger section
of the Choir responding well to the often strenuous and
exacting programme of events. However, hard work always
brings its rewards, and the past three terms have provided
many pleasurable occasions.

For the Commemeration Day Service in 1974 Mr. Davies
composed a fine introit which he dedicated to the Headmaster
in honour of his retirement and the "Antem Zadoc the Priest"
was sung with great vigour.

We once again attended the Annual Seafarers Service at
St. Paul's Cathedral, and we have been invited to sing an
anthem there next year.

The Christmas Carol Service was once again received by
the large and vociferous congregation. Two anthems worthy
of note were "Adam lay if bounden" by Boris Ord, and a
new carol by John Rutter, "The Shepherds Pipe Carol". The
congregation provided a spirited rendering of the new carol
by C. S. Long, "Tres Magi de Gentibus".

Our annual visit to the Seven Rivers Cheshire Home, where
we were once again warmly received was, as usual, very much
appreciated by the residents.

The Epiphany Service provided an opportunity for the
Choir to present Palastrina's "I look from afar", with
Peter Crick and John Hall-Matthews, the School Chaplain
providing the solo's.

The choir concert, fast becoming a great local attraction,
was helped again by our guest singer Miss Alison Gasgoine,
who, regretfully, is leaving us at the end of this term. Other
soloists were Peter Crick, Grahame Platt, Antony Bew and
Patrick Mulligan. Martin Hair, the first boy ever to play the
School organ in a Choir recital presented "A flute piece" by
Thomas Thorley on the small Rolson organ and C. S.
Lang's "Prelude" on the large organ. The Choir also received
the powerful backing of the School trumpeters, led by Mrs.
Reeve, in "The King Shall Rejoice" by Handel and "Go
Forth With God" by Martin Shaw.

This was undoubtedly the finest concert ever presented by
the School Choir, the success of which was proclaimed by
many local newspapers.

The proceeds from this recital went to the NSPCC of
which our long-serving Bass, Mr. Foster, is the local
chairman.

Unfortunately we must say goodbye this year to many
faithful friends. Mr. Gordon Foster, who has served the
Choir for longer than anyone can remember, retires at the
end of this term, and I am sure that those remaining will
miss him deeply. To you, Sir, we extend our grateful thanks
and best wishes for the future. Miss Gasgoine leaves us
after four terms with the School, and both she and the
Chaplain, John Hall-Matthews, will, I hope, take with them
happy memories of the Choir. We also bid farewell to John
Hayhoe, Mike Cousins, Andrew Feltham and Alan Cronin.

Finally, I would like to thank Mr. Davies for his complete
dedication to the Choir, and I am sure the rest of the Choir
will join with me in thanking him for his tireless efforts.

Alan Cronin
BAND REPORT

It appears that every year the number of fetes attended by
the band decreases, but perhaps this is due to the economic
problem that is hitting the country. The most disappointing
was our inability to attend the Co-op Fete, reputed to be the
best in Suffolk.

This year a new group has been formed within the band;
it has not proved to be such a success as was hoped. Music by
Gilbert and Sullivan, and other pieces were played. The
reason for the lack of success was the failure to establish a
regular body of musicians. Our thanks go to Mr. Birbeck,
tenor horn, Mr. Albert, bass, and Mr. Reeves, cornet, for
their efforts to establish some musical discipline, and
Mitchel-Christie for his gallant fight as conductor.

We have leaving this term L. Troke, M. Nash, W. Ward,
I. Jones, A. Mitchel-Christie, C. Sherry and C. Goodman,
who joins the Blues and Royals, D. Barrie, who joins the
Tank Regiment, and S. Cater. They would all like to thank
Bandy for all he has taught them. Stephen Cater

COMBINED CADET FORCE
It is now two years since the CCF changed its policy,

giving more emphasis to the work of the specialist sections
rather than to the Basic Training. This gives more opportunity
for boys to specialise in an activity of their choice — camping,
radio, engineering, sailing, driving, canoeing, shooting,
orienteering, mountaineering, Duke of Edinburgh Award
Scheme and Community Service.

The Fourth Form still receive some training in basic
seamanship, but during this time they will spend at least one
afternoon with one of the specialist sections, so that they
can make their choice for the Fifth Form.

With such a wide range of activities it is inevitable that the
CCF is no longer confined to the classroom or to Tuesday
afternoons. All the facilities and instructional staff are
involved in training on many occasions during the week.

Many is the time 1 have been absorbed in a Cricket
Knockout match, to be startled by thirty to forty rather
besoaked individuals marching up the playing fields,
brandishing canoe paddles, like a tribe of multi-coloured
warriors. There must be hundreds of boys in the School
who are grateful to Mr. Copmbes for his expert tuition in
canoeing — a facility which is open to all.

There must also be many who are grateful to Sub.-Lt.
Hancock who shows great patience and nerves of steel when
instructing them to drive (even when one of his charges
nearly knocked me off my moped!). This year he has twenty
learners and consequently virtually lives in the CCF "car"!
Last year eight out of nine passed their driving test, which is
a tribute to the standard of instruction.

The Wireless room is also occupied each day by budding
radio operators under the careful supervision of Lt. Bennett.
They entered the National CCF Radio Operators Competi-
tion but were prevented from taking a full part because of
clashes with the School timetable.

Cadets were entered for internal and external competitions
in shooting, orienteering and sailing, and the results of these
are recorded elsewhere in this magazine. Here many of the
senior boys show their leadership abilities which is essential
in training others in such competitions. They have proved to
be a great help to the Officers.

The Pioneers and Social Service sections have continued
to give much appreciated service to the local community by
helping old people, tidying gardens, clearing the local
churchyard, etc.

CCF activities continue into leave-time. About thirty
Fourth-Formers participated in a week's Adventure Training
on the Greenwich Estates in Northumberland last summer
and another thirty Fifth- and Sixth-Formers endured the
snow on Exmoor at Easter.

Five groups of six boys each spent a usually rather wet
week climbing the mountains of Snowdonia.

A large group spent the first few weeks of last summer
leave sailing at HMS Ganges, while smaller groups attended
courses at RN Establishments and crewing an MFV on the
Clyde.

This summer leave, RHS cadets will be seen in Northumber-
land, Snowdonia, at RMB Stonehouse, sailing the Channel on
HMFT Bembridge, at Lympstone and Dartmouth and aboard
HMS Ulster.

The most important thing the CCF can offer to cadets
above and beyond all these activities is the opportunity for
boys to develop their ability to lead. At the start of each year
the Officers are looking for those whose help is invaluable in
developing their sections.

Surely the success in developing such a wide spectrum of
interests in the Corps must be a tribute to Commander Lamb.
Our thanks to him for all he has done in equipping and
encouraging the various sections and giving our contingent
the "new look".

Sub.-Lt. G. L. Platt

DEBATING SOCIETY
The Debating Society met in the Autumn and Spring

terms and was on the whole well attended. The House
agreed that First Division clubs are killing the game of
football, it rejected the proposal that a period of dictatorship
was the best way out of Britain's present political problems,
it was of the almost unanimous opinion that money spent on
space research is well spent, and it did not think that the
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Referendum should be used by Britain to leave the Common
Market.

Our thanks to all those who were brave enough to speak
"on the paper", including members of Staff who gave their
time to support the Society. Included among these must be
Mr. Nunn and Mr. Bennett who with Messrs. Daragon and
Robinson made up an Any Questions panel for the final
meeting of the term. I wish to record my thanks to the
Society's President, Adrian Hyde-Price, and Secretary, Rob
Drewett, for their good work, and also to thank all those who
helped arrange furniture in the Queen Elizabeth Room or
brew coffee for the interval.

R.E.G.

CHESS CLUB REPORT
This season has turned out to be one of the most successful

in the Club's history, but it could also be considered as one
of the most disappointing.

The season opened with the annual Staff v. School match
which the School again won. The next thing on the agenda
was a simultaneous Chess display by Leonard Barden. Mr.
Barden took on forty boards and stated prior to the match
that anyone he did not beat would be given one of his books
on Chess. Five boys kept him to his promise, of whom two
succeeded in beating him.

The "Sunday Times" National Schools Competition is the
most important one which the School enters and this year,
for the first time, we reached the East Anglian Zone Final. In
the Semi-Final against Northgate we had to wait two
months for the adjudication result of one vital game. The
outcome was 3-3 but we won the match on board count. In
the Final against Orwell we won the match by 4-2 but
because of handicap Orwell won by 4-4^. This was a great
disappointment, especially as we were expecting to win by
the necessary margin to cover the handicap of 21 points.

The under-18 team retained the Sir Henry Warner Shield
(for Suffolk Schools) by beating Northgate 5-1 in the Final.
The under-15 team reached the Final of the Rev. Weir
Trophy (for Suffolk Schools), but lost 1-5 to the strong
Orwell team which was the same as that which knocked us
out of "Sunday Times" on handicap.

The School again took part in the Suffolk (Adult) League.
We entered a team in Division One and Two. This is used
primarily to give our first team players practice by playing
strong players; however, the results are still important as
they are a measure of the strength of the School's players.

Our life in the Norfolk and Suffolk Cup (also for adult
clubs) was short since we were knocked out by Felixstowe
Chess Club. However the score was no disgrace at 3-3 with
a loss on board count.

In the Suffolk Age-Group Championships our successes
came from B. Withers who came first in the under-13 and
T. Brown who came second in the same group. M. Worthing-
ton, our most promising new jack, won the New Jacks
Tournament and came second in the under-12 group at the
Suffolk Championships. The School's board I, Simon
Foale, is presently in the Final of the Suffolk Junior (under-
18) Championship.

The House Chess Knock-outs were won by Collingwood
who beat Anson in the Final on bottom board elimination
after 3-3.

The winner of the School Junior Championship was
A. Solley who beat G. Thompson in the Final. The overall
School Champion has not been decided yet but Malcolm
Varnham has good chances of retaining the title he won last
year.

This year saw the birth of the Sunday Chess Club which is
organised and run by the more senior members of the Club.
It offers the chance for three hours of serious match practice
in one of the seminar rooms of the Sixth Form Block, and is
additional to the normal Club meetings on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays. I would like to thank Phil Eastlake whose
brainchild it was and the Deputy Headmaster for granting us
the facilities which made it possible.

I would like to thank Mr. Mayers for all the effort which
he has put into the past year and Messrs. Guilbert and
O'Brien for their regular participation and help. My especial
thanks go to the two overworked secretaries, Phil Eastlake
and Simon Foale, along with Ash Bowden, Malcolm

Varnham, Phil Baker, Derek Sage and the other seniors, as
well as Simon Bowden, the Junior Captain, and all the other
juniors for their efforts in this past season.

S. A. Carpenter
(It must not go unrecorded that much of what Stephen has
described above is due to his excellent example and leader-
ship as Captain of the School Chess Club.) D.M.

CAMPANOLOGY
Continuing on from last year this has been a year of

expansion, both in the ringing and the number of Ringers.
During the latter part of the year, under the guidance of
Michael Howes, some senior Ringers have learnt to ring
Plain Bob Minimus and Doubles. The more competent
Ringers have also attended some Suffolk Guild meetings and
rang in "foreign" towers. Ringing at Holbrook on Sundays
is now firmly established and the parishioners seem genuinely
pleased at our efforts.

The junior ringing club expanded rapidly at the beginning
of the year and we still have a large number under tuition.
For this I have to thank Mr. Morris who has shown great
enthusiasm even when attempts have been made on his life
by luckless beginners. Thanks also go to Mr. Davies who
took over the club on the departure of Mr. Burbridge, to Mr.
Tate who helps with the Juniors, and Sunday ringing, and to
Mr. Foster who has taken over the handbell-ringing for the
Juniors and introduced the ringing of tunes. Next year the
Tower Captain will be Nicholas Brautigam, and I hope that
by next summer everyone will be ringing Plain Bob Minor.

R.V.P.
ASTRONOMY CLUB

During this year Soviet astronomers completed their work
on the construction and installation of the world's largest
telescope. The main part of this reflector is the 6-metre
diameter mirror weighing 42 tonnes. Our reflector cradles at
0.15 metre and 200 gm. Clearly the latter is feeble in com-
parison with the performance of the former. Yet a view of
the rings of Saturn continues to bring forth superlatives out
of the mouths of curious First-Formers.

Mercury, for so long the precursor of dawn, became
favourably placed in the evening sky during May. Yet its
pinkish glow faded all too quickly in the rays of the setting
sun. During February a close approach of Venus and
Jupiter took place. Captured in the field of view were Venus,
Jupiter and the Moon forming an isosceles triangle. Such
moments, though rare, prove enthralling.

An observation of a near total eclipse of the Moon during
the day was planned in May. We were thwarted by cloud —
the enemy of all telescopes great and small. Such occasions
continue to bring forth expletives from the mouths of
dejected Sixth-Formers. The multiplicity, duplicity and colour
of the stars remains fascinating. As an exercise in celestial
navigation, the location of an obscure star can become a
mind-bending exercise which, if successful, proves rewarding
in itself.

Yet no one need be an expert to appreciate Astronomy.
In learning how to ride a bicycle we would never consult the
twin mechanics of locomotion: gravity and velocity. So too
in Astronomy. We must first observe and from simple
observation there springs the twin forces of science: facts and
questions.

During the reading of this article you will have hurtled
2,222 miles through space. Quo vadis?

A.J.M.
ANSON HOUSE

"Ne tentes aut perflce"
There has been such a high-spirited atmosphere in the

House this year that only six boys are leaving. "Muz"
Murray, Trev Bull, "Wil" Swallow, Vince Pearson and
Graham Probert are going to schools and colleges for Further
Education and we wish them every success in their attempts.
John Lewin is leaving to help get Britain out of its present
crisis! We therefore hope he won't stay unemployed for too
long!

Generally throughout the year the House has maintained a
high standard of classwork which with special awards
enabled us to have a total of fifteen prizes at Speech Day.

Both the Seniors and the Juniors have had strong teams
fighting for the House on the sports field and were unlucky
not to win more than the Senior rugby leagues and Junior
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cross-country. Our major success was in regaining the Inter-
House Swimming Shield from our close rivals, Howe. This is
Mr. Rodway's umpteenth success and all praise must go to
him for all the training he went through with the swimmers.

I would also like to thank him, his staff and Miss Davidson
for the work they have done in keeping the House in order
while retaining the ever-jubilant atmosphere which I hope
will continue throughout next year.

We were sorry at the very last moment to lose another of
our members in R. A. Brown. For all his shortcomings he
has grown into a very different boy from the one who
stumbled into our midst three years ago — and he was one
of us. We hope he may build on what he has learnt here and
make a success of his future.

Jeremy Mee

BLAKE HOUSE
This year a large number of senior boys are leaving Blake

and so it is likely to be some time before the House is again
3rd in the rugby knockouts and 1st in the football leagues.
However, there should be a corresponding gain in strength
among the Juniors who should add to their success of this
year when they won the rugby knockout competition. We
came 2nd in athletics and 8th in swimming, for the
latter sport this was the highest position we had attained in
the last seven years. Our success at these sports was due to
the enthusiastic leadership of the two captains, D. Crane and
P. Eyre, who represented the county at athletics and swim-
ming respectively.

A large number of senior boys took part in the School play
and seemed to be well cast in their role as the football crowd.
The work-rate of the house has been high, particularly of the
Juniors who obtained a large number of places in each tri-
weekly report.

This year has seen the arrival of Mr. A. J. Bennett as
Assistant Housemaster and we hope he has enjoyed his first
foray into boarding-house life. Mr. and Mrs. Long are leaving
Blake this year, the whole House appreciates how much they
have achieved over the last two years and we all hope they
have a "happy retirement" from the "front line". Finally I
would like to thank Miss Chamberlain for all the hard work
she has put in over the last year and at the same time we
would like to welcome Mr. E. Firth as Housemaster next
term, and everyone hopes he will enjoy his stay in Blake.

N. R. Cook

COLLINGWOOD HOUSE REPORT
During the course of the year many changes have come

about for the House. Firstly Mr. Firth left us and Mr.
O'Brien had his debut with Collingwood, and then Mrs.
Kirk (House Matron) left us and Mrs. Ives takes over that
position and seems to have settled down well. Now Mr.
Vingoe leaves after three years of being Housemaster, and
we all wish him and his family all the best in the future and
also welcome Mr. and Mrs. March who seem to be looking
forward to taking over.

We have a large number of leavers this year, and they are:
Paul Underwood (University), Shaun O'Hara (University),
Andy Feltham (Customs training), Male Goddard (Merchant
Navy), Sid Taylor (Further Education), Jed Taylor (Univer-
sity), Sammy Mitchell (Merchant Navy), Conrad Goodman
(Horse Guards) and also Liam Barber, Martin Marshall,
Dave Leach, Den Cunningham and a couple of Juniors,
but I am unsure of what they have planned for the future.

Now on to sport, in which the House has had more than its
quota of bad luck, having only successes in Chess and Junior
Cricket, although our results in Swimming (3rd) and
Athletics (4th) were very creditable. We also backed it up
with some good results in the league games.

In tri-weekly reports we had a few individuals who con-
sistently obtained good results: Purdy and Bolam, A., are
two that immediately spring to mind.

Finally I would like to wish Mr. March and Collingwood
all the best in the future, and hope they keep alive the
generally happy attitude of the house.

P. R. Taylor

CORNWALLIS
Again the House has had a fairly successful year both in

the classroom and on the sports field. In the first two terms
of the year it was hard to think of a sports trophy that we
had not won. The Senior rugby team ran intricate rings

around the Raleigh opposition in the knockout final. This
was possibly made easier by the fact that a large proportion
of the 1st XV happened to be on our side. In the Junior
football knockout final Trevor Cronin, who now owes me
50p for mentioning his name, saved the side when the drawn
game was decided by a penalty-kicking contest. Keeping
success in the family, Alan Cronin led the Senior cross-
country team to victory; a result that was augmented by the
2nd and 3rd places of the Juniors and Intermediates
respectively.

It was only in the Summer term, with the narrow loss of the
Athletics and Sailing titles, and the rather more definite loss
of the Tennis Cup, that we realised that it was possible to
lose something. Ian Bateson, however, added to the stock
of silverware with the Caledonian Cup.

On the academic side we have had a fair year with a
singular lack of detentions and minuses, especially in the
Summer term. This was, perhaps, due to the number of
senior boys in the House.

A large proportion of the senior half is leaving at the end
of this term, and Ian Bateson faces the daunting task of
supervising an exceptionally young House next year. I
should like to thank all the PO's who are leaving this term,
Alan Cronin, Arthur James, Doug Cornwall and Steven
Kemp, for the work that they have put in over the year, and
the House also extends its thanks to Mr. Edge, Mrs.
Humphries, Mr. Mayers, Mr. Brooke and Mr. Crossland,
who is leaving to take over a Maths department elsewhere.

J.D.

DRAKE HOUSE REPORT
It has been a mediocre year for Drake, having no notable

achievements in the major sports this year; this I think was
not due to lack of enthusiasm or spirit, but of talent in the
form of school teamers, thus achieving 9th in Rugby Football
and Cricket Knockouts. On the other hand we obtained some
very satisfying victories in the "minor" sports. We certainly
gave Hood a good run for their money in Boxing, and lost
by a narrow margin to gain a well-deserved 2nd place. The
team exemplified the enthusiasm of the House for sport by
the number of volunteers willing to enter the boxing team,
for which there were only 15 places. It was a pity Steve
Packer the captain did not achieve the win he so much wanted,
but Drake stand a good chance next year with an unchanged
team.

We even shocked ourselves when we obtained 1st place in
the Tile Shooting, and thus collected the only House trophy
of the year. Also our sailing team did well to gain a 3rd
place, and the seven-a-side football team beat Howe to
win the plate. Athletics, swimming and tennis gave us a 5th,
6th, 6th place respectively, while leagues both Junior and
Senior did moderately well, with a highest place of 3rd in
Senior rugby.

Kev Fesh lead the cross-country team and he himself won
the senior race, but not quite beating the record he set last
year. The House must congratulate him on his many athletics
and cross-country achievements; he has certainly graced the
stage many times to collect prizes this year.

In school work, although not excelling ourselves, a high
standard has been maintained throughout and several
prizes were received on Speech Day. The most notable
academic achievement was that of Nigel Sewell, who stayed
on for the first term of the year to take his Cambridge
entrance exam; he was successful and we all wish him the
best of luck as he takes up his place at St. Catherine's to read
Medicine.

Once again Drake seemed to make up the bulk of the guard
and band, headed by Kev "Louis Armstrong" White and
the forever patriotic Steve Packer, while Drake boys were
always seen up the art and model-making clubs trying to
satisfy their creative instincts.

Once again at the end of the year we see people leave, and
included in that list are Steve Packer who is going to join
P&O as an engineering cadet, Mick Owen'who hopes to go
to Salford University to do Civil Engineering, Dave Finney
to the MOD at Bath, Andy Kinnaird is joining the Navy as a
tiff, John Rawlins is to do an OND in Business Studies at
Yeovil Tech, "Butch" Collyer to do "O" levels (again) at
Highbury Tech, James Green to be a Pattern Maker, Tim
Brampton to join the RN, Mike Smith to do "A" levels at
Tech and finally myself to read Zoology at Manchester
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University. I would like to wish all these good luck in all
they do.

Once again I would like to thank Mr. Brennan and Mrs.
Clarke for their efforts in achieving a friendly atmosphere
and keen spirit in the House, and for the services of Messrs.
Birbeck, Paterson and Edwards. I would also like to thank
my efficient bunch of PO's, Steve Packer, Kev White, Mick
Owen, Dave Finney, Mike and Dave Smith, Chris Guibbert-
Wopd and Andy Kinnaird, who do not have the most
enviable of jobs. I would also like to congratulate Kev
White on his new position as Head of House next year, and
wish everyone in the House the best of luck in anything they
do next year and for the future.

Mac
HAWKE
"Strike"

For another year Hawke have progressed along their own
path, eschewing the fervent glory-hunting of lesser houses.
In sport sympathetic coaching can avoid total disaster,
pur second place in the seyen-a-side football competition
indicating our flair for individualism. This stoic character
which the House develops also brought 2nd place in the
Senior cross-country. We leave winning to those whose egos
need a boost.

This has been a year of some change at Hawke. Strange
apparitions have been seen. A wagon trundling past a dried-
up oasis. Distilleries bankrupted by loss of sales! Was that
American cop really seen about the House? How does a
raincoat get that dirty?

Too much of this mystic fancy, return to the polemic. If
our achievement in sport has been limited it is because of
the cultured and intellectual tone of this hushed and hallowed
place. In A. Solley we have the school Junior Chess Cham-
pion. In the under-13 Suffolk Chess Championship T. Brown
came 2nd and B. Withers 1st. In the under-12 section
of the same tournament 2nd place was taken by M.
Worthington.

Continuing on this cultured theme we can claim some
fifteen boys in the band. S. Cater has been awarded the
Silver Flute. It is a great pity that he cannot play it, enough
to make you "phomium" at the mouth (sic) with distress.
L. Troke has gained the "Ship Memorial Cup" in the same
sphere of activity.

S. Greenfield and A. Rudge hot-foot from their triumph in
the County Life-Saving Championships will soon be battling
in the Eastern England Regional Championships. This week
Suffolk, next week England and then the world!

The House can be justly proud of having provided this
year's Head of School in the person of S. Cater and another
chief in L. Troke. Both will be leaving at the end of this year.
Also leaving from the Sixth Form are J. Hayhoe and
C. Sherry.

Thus ends another episode of "round the Home". St.
Clement would have approved but a St. Bernard might not.
We extend our grateful thanks to Miss Bush and Mrs.
Clarke for their continuing care for our welfare, and hope
that, along with our rather more wrinkled but honoured
retainers Mr. Guilbert and Mr. Cresswell, our resident
"Squire" (Mr. Chick) continues to populate the muster yard
with exotic mechanical devices for years to come. C. J.C.

A.A.H.
HOWE HOUSE

1974-75 has been a successful year. Despite having only a
few senior boys good results have been achieved in many
spheres. Throughout the year a good spirit has been main-
tained and a happy, pleasant atmosphere has prevailed in the
House.

Having trained hard we were unable to retain the Swim-
ming Shield but finished creditably in 2nd place behind
Anson. In the athletics sports we had a convincing victory
winning by a margin of 40 points. Credit must be given to
Nicholas Smith and Neil Tink, the respective captains, for
all the effort they put in to achieve these results.

In the Sailing competition Geriant and Dewi out-
manoeuvred the rest of the opposition in six races to finish
in first position. The Howe marksmen, captained by Michael
Nash, retained the Shooting Shield for the fourth consecutive
year and finished in 2nd place in the Tile Shooting com-
petition. At the end of the Spring term the Intermediate cross
country team took 1st place with a low record score. Roger

Paton and Bill Hakin ran well to finish 1st and 3rd
respectively. The senior team finished 3rd, with Neil Tink
taking 4th place. The junior teams also proved their
ability reaching the final of the Soccer and Cricket Knockout
competitions. Many boys showed an interest in life-saving
and the Bermingham twins and Colin Bright passed the
Award of Merit.

In School work a very high standard has been reached
which was continually shown on the tri-weekly reports and
at Speech Day, where seven boys received prizes. The House
has had a good year with respect to conduct and we did well
to finish second in the Queen's Banner competition.

Ten boys are leaving us this year and to them we offer our
best wishes and good luck in their future careers. I would
like to offer, on behalf of the House, our thanks to all the
Staff involved in the running of the House. To Miss Belsham
whose hard work throughout the year ensured the smooth
running of the House — and a special thanks for a wonderful
Christmas party. To Mr. Evans and Mr. Nunn for their
continued enthusiastic support. To Mr. Reeve, who joined
us at the beginning of the Summer term, we wish a long and
happy stay with the House.

Finally I would like to thank Mr. Saunders whose hard
work and efficient running of the House has maintained the
high spirits of the boys and brought the House to the end of
a very good year.

M.A.N.

NELSON HOUSE REPORT
The last year has been a fairly good one for Nelson House.

Although there were no really outstanding achievements, we
had a reasonable year in both sport and school work.

Under the inspiring leadership of Mark Hibberd and
Steve Gilbert, the Senior soccer and cricket teams finished
2nd and 4th respectively in the knockout competitions. We
also came 4th in both tennis and shooting. Athletics, usually
one of pur most successful sporting activities, was a little
disappointing this year, and we only managed to finish 8th.

School work continued to be of a fairly high standard. The
tri-weekly results were very acceptable, and continued effort
throughout the year brought deserved prizes to many of our
boys on Speech Day.

I would like to thank, on behalf of the boys of Nelson, Mr.
Crick, Mr. Nichplls and Mr. Davies for their efficiency and
genuine interest in running the House, and Mr. Silvester, to
whom we offer our congratulations on his appointment as
Head of the French Department. Also our special thanks to
Mrs. Crimes, who has quickly adapted herself to the res-
ponsibilities of being a Matron, after having joined us at the
beginning of the year.

Best wishes to Roger Scott, who will be taking over as
Head of House next year.

L. W. Snow
I wish to add my thanks and congratulations to all boys in

the House who have contributed to the social life of the
House, and to the various activities.

We all thank Lee Snow for his year as Head of House, a
position I'm sure at one time he would never have hoped to
reach. This in itself serves as an inspiration and encourage-
ment to all boys.

P.C.C.

RALEIGH HOUSE
It has been a successful year for the House by any

standards.
The Seniors continued to work their wonders on the

sports field; winners of 11-a-side, 7-a-side and 5-a-side
Football, 2nd in Rugby and 3rd in Cricket and Tennis and a
remarkable 4th in Cross-country.

The Juniors were not quite so successful but they showed
the spirit and the courage required, and who can do more?

Other notable achievements were 4th in Swimming and
l l th in Athletics.

Academically too, the House continued to show the way
for most of the year, and the following boys gained prizes on
Speech Day: R. Drewett, R. Gray (3), J. Dixon, R. Lever,
D. Carpenter and N. Sherratt. Special congratulations to
A. Mitchell-Christie who won the General Knowledge Prize
for the fourth year running.

On the Staff side the House saw a complete change of
Assistant Staff and a new House Matron as well. Those
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joining us were Mr. Simon, Mr. Steer and Mrs. Goodwin,
all of whom in one way or another have had quite an effect
on the House. We hope that they have all had an enjoyable
year and that they have not found our way of life too
strange. Our thanks too to Mr. Brown for the interest he has
shown and the advice he has given.

Mr. Simon leaves us to become assisting master in Blake
House and we send our good wishes.

Our greatest thanks must, however, go to our Housemaster
for all the hard work he has put into the House. For this we
thank him most deeply, and wish him, and his wife, the best
for the future,

I do not speak alone when I say that I am indebted to Mr.
Hall for his guidance and patience throughout the year.

Finally I wish all of those leaving to go their own separate
ways, all the best in whatever they may do; and on behalf of
all those who are leaving, we hope that when we return, we
may find the happy House that we left. Good luck to all of
you in whichever ventures you may undertake, and thanks!

Stu Davis

SAINT VINCENT HOUSE REPORT
"Honour, courage, loyalty"

Well we haven't done too badly this year. At least, 1 mean
we did win Senior Cricket knockouts in an absolutely
enthralling final against Anson. Not only that we came
2nd in Tennis knockouts, 4th in Rugby, l l th in
Football and of course llth in Swimming (but we did
reach double figures). We failed to regain the Shooting Shield
and in fact we came last overall. I can't imagine what
happened to our sharpshooters. The Juniors had a fair run
of results in their knockouts, 1st in Tennis, 5th in Football,
and in Rugger we came fourth, eleventh in Cricket. The
league results were very similar.

Of course we had a few latent geniuses who either came
first or managed to work their way to a prize. For instance
Ian Jones got a chemistry prize; Ashley Bowden — English
and Maths; Chris Lee — History; Cooper Hawken — First
in 5X; Andrew Redwood — First in 4A and art; Philip
Coward — Prose and Verse; Pete Haimam —First in 5B;
and G. Privett — Prose and Verse.

Unfortunately we lose several members of our commune,
such as: C. Gosden — left at half term to go to college.
P. Baker — who will be studying "O" levels at college.
P. Hannam — who will be studying "O" levels at South-
ampton. R. Martin — who leaves us to be a sailor in the
Merchant Navy. D. Barrie — who will be blowing his horn
in the Army. T. Martin — who will also be a sailor in the
Merchant Navy. M. Cussons — who will be a sailor in the
Merchant Navy. Rolf the Redwood — who will be taking a
course in retail management. C. Mustoo — who is going to
be an electrician apprentice with EMI. M. Richards — who
is going into hotel management and food. M. Ward — who
hopes to be studying Civil Engineering at Lancaster Univer-
sity. C. Sharman — who will be joining the RN as an officer
in January. I. Jones — who will be joining the RN as an
engineer officer in September. That's quite a lot of people,
the House will seem bare next year.

Finally we really must thank everyone who looks after us
and guides us during the year. There is Mr. Bartleet who
unfortunately will be leaving us in December, but we thank
him for everything he has done and wish him all the best in
the future. And Mr. Morgan who has been a welcome
personality all during the year and who has helped con-
siderably towards the good of Saint Vincent House.

Mr. Marshall has done a great deal of work and his guid-
ance has been of help to all those who choose ta accept it.
All members of the House benefit in one way or another from
his help, and I hope the future will be just as fruitful as the
past.

Finally a special "thank-you" must go to Mr. Hawkins and
Miss Gardner, without whose help the House would inevitably
collapse. Their work and help has, is and will be, invaluable,
and we hope that they realise their work is always appreciated
in the long run.

I hope next year will be just as happy and good as last
year.

R.G.P.

HOOD HOUSE REPORT
The past twelve months have passed briskly leaving many

memories which is a sure indication that Hood has enjoyed
a prosperous year.

Whilst the introduction of a colour television may have
captured the imaginations of many seniors it is to other areas
that I refer.

There has been an increased emphasis on academic work
in the house this year and the results of this have been
immediately evident. Tri-weekly reports have improved
continually and the House is receiving a fair share of prizes
on Speech Day. Our sporting achievements do not fairly
reflect the effort and enthusiasm that has gone into every
event. Once more it was the Tennis teams which provided
most success although the Boxing and Cross-country teams
also fared well. Individual success went to Gordon Pratt
who won the Moncrieff Swimming Cup.

Despite a small, although dynamic Sixth Form element,
the House has run smoothly largely due to the efforts of the
Fifth Form who have taken up their positions of responsi-
bility as well as expected.

Sadly the House is losing Miss Gascoin at the end of term
after a short yet memorable stay with us. Her enthusiastic
and lively approach will remain the hallmark of her brief
stay and we all wish her the very best for the future.

Leavers this term include John Lisle, Russ Baldwin,
Steven Finch, Sean Salisbury, Eric Symons, Charlie Pitton,
Dave Wells and Dave Marsh. Their contributions to the
House will long be remembered as they take up their pro-
spective careers or continue into Further Education.
Hopefully many of them will return as Old Boys.

I would like to thank Messrs. Curtis, Gentry and Homer
for their continued interest and enthusiasm shown through-
out the past year.

Finally our thanks should go to Mr. Cairns who has kept
the House running smoothly by his relentless effort and
devotion to each and every boy. I feel sure that his ambitious
outlook for the House will stand Hood in good stead for
many years to come.

D. Marsh

VOLLEY BALL CLUB
This year the club extended its membership to sixty

budding volleyball players. As last year there was one
dominant team. This team contained three of the players
from last years successful team namely C. Sherry, A. Jones
and N. Cook who were ably backed up by P. Eyre, D. Wells
and D. Crane. This team by combining skill, athleticism and
gamesmanship managed to win most of their games by
incorporating those qualities with a mixture of superior play
and outtalking their opponents on the important points. The
master's team tried hard but on most occasions they had their
faces well ground into the gym floor by their opponents; to
them we can only say it can't be as bad next year. Mr. Edwards,
Mr. Owen and Mr. Eyre deserve a special mention because
their respective lack of height, uncoordination and bulk
always guarantee a laugh a minute when they try and play.

Our sympathy to Mr. Gentry, Mr. Birbeck and Mr. Reeves
who took defeat so graciously every week and we all sincerely
hope that next year they achieve the "impossible" and win a
game.

N. R. Cook

SWIMMING
Yet another disappointing year for the swimming team,

again losing more matches than we won. However this year
there are no excuses of the pool being closed; the reason is
quite simple. We have the potential, the time for training, the
interest of a very good trainer, but the swimmers in general
do not seem to have the ability to stand up to hard training
sessions and have become idle.

In this year's Inter-House Competition no records were
broken and the winning house was Anson, so the trophy is
home again, lets hope that its not for as long as before.

The full results were as follows:
Winning House: Anson — 122 pts.

U.12: Backstroke, Doughty, T., 32.8 sees; Breaststroke,
Dange, A., 35.7 sees.; Freestyle, Doughty, T., 26.1 sees.;
3 x 1 Medley Relay, Anson, 1 min. 44 sees.
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U.13: Backstroke, Tizard, M., 29.8 sees; Breaststroke,
Lancaster, R., 44.8 sees; Freestyle, Pratt, G., 25.5 sees;
Butterfly, Pratt, G., 31.6 sees; 3x 1 Medley Relay, Colling-
wood, 1 min. 37.6 sees.

U.14: Backstroke, Cronin, T., 65.6 sees; Breaststroke,
Petrie, N., 68.9 sees; Freestyle, Sheriff, D., 53.8 sees; Butter-
fly, Beaton, K., 26.1 sees; 4x1 length Medley Relay,
Collingwood, 2 min. 4 sees.

U.I5: Backstroke, Brooks, C., 63.2sees; Breaststroke,
Rudge, A., 70.0 sees; Freestyle, Perry, J., 52.3 sees; Butterfly,
4 x 1 length Medley Relay, Nelson, 1 min. 55.1 sees.

O.15: Backstroke, O'Hara, S., 94.8 sees; Breaststroke,
Shaw, M., 1 min. 39.6 sees; Freestyle, Williams, D., 79.1 sees;
Butterfly, Davis, S., 59.4 sees. 4x1 Medley Relay, Raleigh,
1 min, 43.1 sees.

Open 4x1 length Individual Medley, Davis, S., 2 mins.
7 sees. 6x1 length Freestyle Relay, Howe, 2 mins. 16.2 sees.

Other major internal swimming events were the Moncrieff
and Stewart Cup. In the Moncrieff Cup, Pratt, G., was first,
Doughty, T. was second and Keeble, J., was third.

In the Stewart Cup, Williams, D., was first, Colbeck, M.,
was second and Eyre, P., was third.

The East v. West waterpolo finished in a victory for the
West 2-0. This now means that the West have won two more
than the East in this Annual Competition (may this pattern
continue).
Divisional Relays: During the Summer term teams were
entered for the Divisional Relays, but the times and positions
were not good enough to warrant any hope of a place at the
National Finals.

To those Seniors and Colts who did train this year Colours
have been awarded, and it becomes very apparent from the
small number that got them how little work has been done by
the team. However, at Junior level there appears to be some
promise from some of the younger swimmers, and a great
deal of interest. I hope that the Juniors keep up their efforts
and help restore the team to its previous state.

Finally I would like to thank Mr. Rodway, both personally
for all that he has done for me over the years to realise new
standards, and on behalf of the other swimmers who are
leaving this year. I hope that you will continue the hard work
that you put into your job, and that you receive a greater
response from your swimmers in future years.

Congratulations to P. Eyre for attaining his Gold ASA
(Freestyle), keep up the hard work!

Colours were awarded to:
Senior: Re-awards: P. Davis, D. Williams; New awards,

P. Eyre, M. Colbeck.
Colts: New awards, J. Perry, D. Sheriff.

S. Davis

ATHLETICS
For the first time for many years it was not possible to

arrange any fixtures for the senior athletics team. But in the
competitions that were available old records were broken,
thus raising the already high standard of athletics in the
School.

Two fixtures were arranged against St. Joseph's College
for the under-13 and under-14 age groups. At Holbrook we
lost by seven points but gained our revenge in the return
match — winning by an eleven points margin. An excellent
meeting was held towards the end of term, at Chantry
School, for all the large schools in the Ipswich area. Our
team held the lead for most of the competition but eventually
had to take second place to Woolverstone Hall.

Of the 26 boys who went to the South Suffolk Area Trials,
16 were selected to compete at the Suffolk Schools Champion-
ships, and gained three 1st, three 2nd and five 3rd places.

During the season the following new Inter-School Records
were established.

U.13: G. Parrat, Hurdles, 12.4 sees., beat old record
12.5 sees. M. Keeble, Long Jump, 4.25 metres, beat old
record 4.00 metres.

U.14: J. Keeble, 200 metres, 26.3 sees., beat old record
26.4 sees.

U.17: D. Wall, Pole Vault, 2.91 metres beat old record
2.89 metres.

O.17: K. Tesh, 1500 metres, 4 mins. 10 sees., beat old
record 4 mins. 15.2 sees.. K. Tesh, 5000 metres, 15 mins.
34.2 sees., beat old record 16 mins. 59.6 sees. M. Colbeck,
900 g Javelin, 41.23 metres.

The 1st, 2nd and 3rd year boys once again enjoyed the
inter-form matches.

Results:
U X A Bi B2

3rd Year 46 46 74 21 43
2nd Year 28 69 37 43 55
1st Year 31 48 49 38 41

The afternoon of Sports Day was threatened by brooding
rain clouds, but fortunately no rain actually fell during the
meeting. The two oldest Inter-House records were shattered
and three others established.

Results: 1st, Howe, 226; 2nd, Blake, 180i; 3rd, Cornwallis,
167i; 4th, Collingwood, 145; 5th, Anson, 121; 6th, Drake,
119; 7th, St. Vincent, 117; 8th, Hawke, 112; 9th, Nelson,
105; 10th, Hood, 102; llth, Raleigh, 68.

New records:
U.13: S. Hughes, Pole Vault, 1.88 metres, beat old record

1.83 metres (1968).
U.15: L. Watton, 100 metres, 11.8 sees., beat old record

12.0 sees. (1970). P. Eady, Hurdles, 12.2 sees., beat old record
12.5 sees. (1971).

O.15: M. Childs, 200 metres, 23.0 sees., beat old record
23.3 sees. (1962). M. Colbeck, Javelin, 46.12 metres, beat old
record 45.14 metres (1962).

Senior athletic colours were reawarded to: N. Tink, R.
Parkin and S. Cater, and a new award was made to K. Tesh.

On behalf of all the boys who have been involved in
athletics may I thank Messrs. Saunders, Gentry, Horner and
Firth for the time and help they have given. Finally I would
like to thank Mr. Wilson and his staff for maintaining the
athletic facilities in such an excellent condition.

Neil Tink
SAILING

The past year has seen a change in the sailing organisation
at RHS with the full adoption of the Royal Yachting Associa-
tion's method of teaching. The accent has been upon quality
rather than quantity so, although relatively few people have
obtained RYA certificates this year, those who did were
thoroughly deserving. In all, four boys passed the elementary
dayboat examination and a further three attained the inter-
mediate standard.

The School has not had a brilliant year in competition;
John Hayhoe took 2nd place in the CCF regatta at Chatham
and the School beat a surprisingly strong Old Boys' team by
i of a point. David Finney and John Hayhoe planned to sail
a borrowed boat at the Oulton Broad Regatta in July, but
their plans were shattered by "unforseen circumstances". In
the series of Inter-House races Howe came first, closely
pursued by Cornwallis.

During the Summer term the School acquired two new
Bosun class dinghies, one on permanent loan from the Navy
and one as a gift from Lloyds of London. I should like to
take this opportunity to thank those who made the gift
possible and to assure them that the boat is being put to the
fullest possible use.

I thank, on behalf of the Sailing Club, Mr. Lilley who,
more than anyone else in the School, has worked to raise the
standard of sailing here. His work is beginning to pay off,
and I hope it continues so to do.

J.D.

SHOOTING REPORT
The team started the season well by coming second in the

0.303 service rifle shoot at Colchester, and managed to
collect another medal to go with the winner's medal obtained
last year. This year the shooting match, held annually,
against the Duke of York's School was cancelled along with
the rugby and swimming.

Last term we took part in two major competitions, the
Country Life and the Ozanne, but as yet the results have not
been announced. This year the Caledonia Cup was won by
I. Bateson with S. Duncan runner-up. Howe won the Inter-
House shooting competition with Cornwallis second and
Drake won the Tile Shooting with Howe second.

I am sure that the shooting team, M. Nash (capt), I.
Bateson, S. Duncan, B. Taylor, M. Eyre, N. Tink, D. Smith,
D. Lawrence, E. Cummings and all those who shoot regularly,
would like to thank Mr. Coombes for all the help and
inspiration he has given throughout the year.

M. A. Nash
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GYMNASTICS
This year was the first time for years that the school has

not sent boys to Gymnastics Championships. This being due
mainly to the organisation in Suffolk, because of the county's
low standards apart from the boys here at the school.

The Gymnastics Display Team was invited to perform at
two fetes, and performed on Speech Day. The fetes were at
Tattingstone Hospital and Holbrook Secondary Modern
School. What the team did not do in quantity it made up by
quality.

The senior team increased in numbers this year due to the
joining in of 2nd and 3rd year boys, who have exceptional
abilities and courage considering their age. I would like to
thank as a whole the more senior boys who decided to have a
last fling (or fall) before they left. I would like to thank those
who practised and did not perform on show, but who gave
the team a great deal of hilarious moments.

This year's outstanding performers were: Neil Tink (capt.),
Steve Kemp, Martin Childs, Arthur Jones and Graham
Probert; the junior boys in the senior team being Gareth,
Stephen Hughes and Neil Sanders.

Lastly, many thanks to our very hard-working instructor
Mr. Powell, who has made the boys what they are, and the
ultimate result is a tribute to him.

Neil Tink
BOXING REPORT 1974-75

There were 158 entries for the Inter-House Boxing
Championships, and after some closely-contested bouts,
Hood House retained the trophy.

With Inter-School boxing a thing of the past, there is now
no incentive for boys to attend training sessions, and the
resulting drop in the standard of boxing is very noticeable.

Whether or not boxing is to continue in the School is as
yet undecided, but the finals of the Inter-House Champion-
ships will no longer be the gala occasion which it has been for
many years.

A.J.C.
LIFE-SAVING SOCIETY

A bad year this, for the School Life-Saving Society. Attend
ance in general is down among the more experienced swim-
mers, and the intake of beginners — always important to
an organisation — has been low. Nevertheless a high
standard of life-saving has been maintained at all levels.

B. Williams and N. Smith came 4th in the Suffolk Cham-
pionships, thereby just failing to qualify for Nationals.
Andy Rudge and A. Gorrick were 2nd in a Suffolk sponsored
competition, and will be competing for Nationals next year.

A special word of thanks to Mr. Good, who continues to
give generously of his free time to teach. I sincerely hope he
has more luck in recruiting for what is a most rewarding and
essential pastime.

Lewis Troke
CROSS-COUNTRY

This year's cross-country team, although not excelling
themselves, none the less enjoyed an interesting season's
sport. The inclusion in the senior team of David Williams
and Lewis Troke did little to improve the team's performance,
but considerably heightened morale. Whereas Lewis made
patient attempts at all the courses, Dave Williams spent most
of his time chasing girls and knocking down old ladies.

In our first race against the police cadets we were narrowly
beaten by 46-35. In our local derby with Woolverstone Hall
at home the seniors and intermediates won by 33^5, and
36-43 respectively, although the juniors lost 43-35. At
Woolverstone Hall the senior and U.15 teams both won
33-49 and 34-44, although the juniors lost again, by one
point.

Against Ipswich at home all three teams lost; but one must
bear in mind that the better runners in each section were at a
7 counties match at the time. However when we went to
Ipswich; this time with a full team, the superiority really
showed. The seniors narrowly lost, the intermediates pro-
duced a shock result with the first 6 runners in, and the
juniors had a handsome win.

At home to Westborne in a junior match we won the U.12
but lost the U.I3 race.

In the Inter-House races K. Tesh won the Senior race, as
predicted, by 1 min. 46 sees, with A. Cronin second and
N. Herbert third. The intermediate race was won by R. Paton;

N. Robertson and W. Hakin came 2nd and 3rd respectively,
and the positions in the junior race were; 1st A. Hood, 2nd
R. Elliot and 3rd M. Scanes.

Four boys represented Suffolk at a National level, K. Tesh,
A. Cronin, R. Paton and N. Robertson.

I am sure that the whole team will join me in thanking
Mr. Horner who, although struggling at times, managed to
keep up with the faster runners among us and took overall
control of the team.

Alan Cronin
SOCCER

INTER-HOUSE KNOCK-OUT COMPETITIONS
Final positions

Senior: (1) Raleigh; (2) Nelson; (3) Collingwood; (4)
Anson; (5) Cornwallis; (6) Hood; (7) Blake; (8) Hawke; (9)
Howe; (10) Drake; (11) St. Vincent.

Junior: (1) Cornwallis; (2) Howe; (3) Collingwood; (4)
Raleigh; (5) St. Vincent; (6) Nelson; (7) Hawke; (8) Hood;
(9) Blake; (10) Anson; (11) Drake.

INTER-HOUSE 7-A-SIDE COMPETITION
Raleigh won the final defeating Hawke 8-1. Drake won the

plate competition.
1ST XI
P l l W 5 D 2 L 4 F21 A 16

An analysis of this year's record gives the impression of a
very ordinary team who have had a very ordinary season. An
analysis which would be incorrect, because out of the 16
players who turned out during the season 9 had either never
played school team football before, or were Colts players
last year. Only 2 players have had real 1st team experience
before this season, and this lack of experience was the major
weakness and downfall of the team. The lack of ability to
last the full 80 minutes was the outstanding proof of this
weakness and led to many tight and hair-raising finishes.
Full credit must go to all of those who played for showing
such gritty determination to try and do the school proud.
Much praise for helping to lift the team must go to Ian
Jones, our shrewd midfield thinker and Neil Tink our
bouncy centre-forward and Vice-Captain.

On the whole, however, it was an enjoyable season played
really in two parts. The first half started with a fine perform-
ance against a Northgate side fielding over half of the
Suffolk team, and although on two occasions we led we
finally went down 3-2. Three victories and a defeat followed
this: 4-3 Campion, 1-0 Earles Colne and 5-0 Deben; 0-2
Royal Liberty School. This poor performance prompted the
initiation of 5 new faces and a fine victory followed, 3-1 over
Ashlyns our keenest rivals. A further victory, 2 draws and a
defeat rounded off a season which nobody, except our coach
Mr. M. Nicholls, had faith in us achieving.

Finally, I would like to thank Mr. Nicholls for the time he
put into the team, helping with individual as well as collective
problems, and for helping all of us to believe in ourselves and
thus produce the record that we did.

Colours were awarded to: Re-award, S. Davis (Capt.) and
I. Jones. New Awards: N. Tink (V.-Capt.), D. Prince and
M. Childs.

Others who played were: M. Nash, I. Bateson, D. Wells,
K. White, A Jones, M. Hibberd, A. Allport, P. Underwood,
J. Dunford, C. Sherry, D. Crane and J. Dunnington.

S. Davis
2ND XI
P7 W 1 D 1 L 5

As the record shows this has been a season where victories
were rare. Regardless of this the 2nd XI displayed a great
deal of enthusiasm and effort in every game.

Unfortunately the demands of an ambitious 1st team
meant that consistency was hard to achieve. Despite frequent
close defeats the team showed many individual skills and
above all else enjoyed their football.

The pool of players who represented the 2nd XI is large
which reflects the number who were able to play for the 1st
team at some stage in the season: D. Marsh (Capt.), 1.
Bateson, M. Nash, A. Jones, D. Wells, M. Childs, B.
Singleton, K. White, R. Drewett, L. Snow, M. Hibberd,
M. Watkinson, S. Duncan, D. Crane, C. Sherry, P. Under-
wood, I. Dunnington, W. Burgoyne and R. Wakeham.

Finally I would like to thank Mr. Hall for his encourage-
ment and coaching throughout the season.

D. Marsh
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U.14 XI
P5 W l D 2 L2 F12 A 17

The record shows that this has not been a too successful
season. It has also been a very frustrating one with only five
of an original nine matches being played. This does not
mean, however, that the team, and indeed the set, has not
enjoyed its football.

The season started with a heartening result against
Chantry at home (2-2). The return match, however, was not
so creditable with the team going down rather dismally
(1-7). But the next fixture was Northgate, at home, where
the team was rather unlucky only to draw and not win.
The next match against Nacton finally brought out the style
of football the team had been threatening to play all season
with a creditable (7-3) win, but it was not to continue, the
match at Brentwood, that was to be their last, ended (1-3)
to the home side.

Finally, on behalf of myself and the team, I would like to
thank Mr. Firth for his most dedicated and noble hard
work in providing an enjoyable season, even if it was not the
most successful one, and I'm sure his hints, tips and tactics
will be remembered and appreciated by all, and be put to
good use in the future.

The team was selected from: Solley, Foale, Bracher,
McKechnie, Woon (Capt.), Grantham, Stannard, Sears (V.-
Capt), Hancock, Hughes, Read, Woodside, Saunders,
Bowden, Shirley, Barker.

R. S. Woon

U.13 XI
P6 Wl DO L5 F7 A 28

The record speaks for itself really — a poor season, but
one which could have given valuable experience to the team
members.

A lack of playing strength in depth, the lack of cohesion
and confidence in each other's play were the main points
against the side.

However, the only encouraging feature was the home win
against Brentwood School 2-1, after losing earlier in the
season 2-9.

The way in which the game is played is important. The
style of this side was not good, but the attitude of some
individuals was even worse.

The team was selected from: Rogers, Luff, Grace, Lucas,
Farr, Wilson, Keeble, Hannah, Tizard (Capt.), May,
Merrick, Hughes, Holloway, Parsons, Thompson and
M. Allen.

M.N.

U.12 XI
P6 W2 D3 L I F15 A 14

After a shaky start, the team played well. Enthusiasm was
always present and, allied with no small measure of skill, it
brought about the desired results, the fixture list this year
was particularly strong, and to lose only one match and to
complete the double over Brentwood was a creditable
performance. In defence Littlewood always played well and
in attack Woolley and Finch always provided danger to
opposing defences.

The following were regular members of the team: Panks,
Duncan, Gair, Goddard, Littlewood, Crozier, Finch,
Woolley, Gilbert, Shorter, Lever and Haley.

A.D.

Team

CRICKET
School Team's Performance

Played Won Lost Drawn Abandoned

1st XI
2nd XI
Colts' XI
U.14 XI
U.13 XI
U.12 XI
Totals

7
5
6
6
6
5

35

4
3
3
1
1
1

13

1
1
1
2
3
4

12

2
0
2
3
2
0
9

0
1
0
0
0
0
1

The 1st XI single-wicket competition was won by J. Lilley
who beat N. Williams in the final.

The Holland Trophy for the U.14 XI single-wicket
competition was won by M. Osborne who beat S. Hughes
in the final.

The fielding was generally of a fairly high standard,
although the catching let us down on occasions, and cost us
not only our unbeaten record in the last game of the season,
but also the opportunity to beat Felsted, who over the years,
have been pur most formidable opponents.

The spirit in the team has been very good, and much of
the credit for this, must go to Ian Jones, the captain. His
personal performances were a little disappointing, but he
managed to "get the best" out of the side, and the season
passed in an atmosphere of friendliness and co-operation —
two essential ingredients in any successful team. Colours were
awarded as follows: Re-award — I. Jones; awards — M.
Goddard and M. Robinson.

The Groves Bat which is awarded annually to the 1st XI
player with the best batting average, was won by M. Goddard,
who scored a total of 170 runs, at an average of 34 runs per
innings.

A.J.C.
INTER-HOUSE LEAGUE COMPETITIONS

Senior: (1) Hood; (2) Anson; (3) Nelson; (4) Raleigh;
(5) Collingwood; (6) Blake; (7 = ) St. Vincent; (7 = ) Corn-
wallis; (9) Drake; (10) Howe; (11) Hawke.

Junior: (1) Hood; (2) Anson; (3) Blake; (4) Collingwood;
(5) Howe; (6) Hawke; (7) Cornwallis; (8) St. Vincent; (9)
Nelson; (10) Raleigh; (11) Drake.

INTER-HOUSE KNOCKOUT COMPETITIONS
Senior: (1) St. Vincent; (2) Anson; (3) Raleigh; (4)Nelson;

(5) Collingwood; (6) Cornwallis; (7) Blake; (8) Hawke;
(9 = ) Hood; (9 = ) Drake; (9 = ) Howe.

Junior: (1) Collingwood; (2) Howe; (3) Anson; (4)
Hawke; (5) Nelson; (6) Cornwallis; (7) Hood; (8) Drake;
(9) St. Vincent; (10) Blake; (11) Raleigh.
1ST XI
P7 W4 L I D 2

This has been the most successful season by a school 1st
XI for many years. A team which promised to be mediocre
at best, developed throughout the season, into a competent
side, who did not lightly accept the prospect of defeat, and
who proved on several occasions that the loss of a few early
wickets need not result in a total collapse. This was best
seen in the game against the Old Boys, when having lost
two wickets for one run, and three wickets for thirty-four
runs, the fourth wicket fell with the total standing at 135.
This remarkable recovery was due mainly to an innings of
extremely high quality from Malcolm Goddard, who scored
79, and who was very well supported by Michael Nash,
whose workmanlike innings, which produced 45 runs,
provided the perfect foil for the free-scoring Goddard.

The bowling, though lacking in penetration, was more
consistent than in recent years, and Michael Robinson who
was often required to bowl unchanged, for long spells, was
seldom rewarded with less than 3 or 4 wickets. He received
valuable support from Ian Batespn, Edward Cummings
and Mick Williams, whilst on occasion, Goddard's "donkey-
drops" trapped the over-ambitious hitters. A.J.C.
2ND XI
P 6 W 3 D 1 L 2

This was a fairly successful season which might have been
better but for a disappointing fixture list. There was no game
against Ipswich School this year, only one fixture against St.
Joseph's, and we went five weeks without a match!

The season began on May 3rd against the Gilberd School
1st XI. It was too early for either side to be in any sort of
form and we lost by five wickets. The following Saturday
we took three St. Joseph's wickets for 25 before the heavens
opened and the match had to be abandoned.

What seemed an age later, in fact on June 14th, we travelled
to Woodbridge. By this time we had had the sun on our backs
for some weeks and players had found form in the Inter-
House Knockouts. A beautiful batting strip helped us to
190 for 6 declared. Pearson was top scorer with 56 but the
innings that caught the eye was 49 from Taylor, scored in
only 38 minutes. Indeed this might well be called "Taylor's
Match" for with his bowling returning to the form he showed
in 1973 he took 6 wickets for 26 and Woodbridge lost by
80 runs.

The Northgate match saw another batsman fall just short
of his fifty. This time it was Paice whose 49 followed a lean
run for the 1st XI. He was well supported by Lilley with 25.
It looked as if our total of 120 would be insufficient when
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Northgate reached 86 for 3 but with time beginning to press,
steady bowling by Orr, 4 for 29, and Lilley, 3 for 18, induced
rash strokes and we eventually got home by four runs with
the clock showing the last over in progress. Sensible field
placing by the captain did much to restrict our opponents in
this match.

At home against Woolverstone it was the turn of the
tail-enders to rescue us from disaster. White (13), Rowland
(14) and Eyre (18) boosted our total to 118 and when it was
Woolverstone's turn to bat steady bowling, particularly
Pearson's well-flighted off-breaks, brought us a comfortable
victory.

The final match was against Colchester RGS. Although
we mustered 113 with Taylor hitting hard for 33 and Lilley
providing good support, it wasn't enough and Colchester
won fairly easily by 7 wickets.

In the single-wicket competition for the 1st XI and five
players from the Seconds Brett Lilley showed what we are
worth by beating all-comers. Well done!

R.E.G.
Detailed results:

3rd May: RHS 58; Gilberd School 1st XI 60 for 5. Lost by
5 wkts.

10th May: St. Joseph's College 25 for 3. Rain —match
drawn.

14th June: RHS 190 for 6 dec (Pearson 56, Taylor 49);
Woodbridge 110 (Taylor 6 for 26). Won by 80
runs.

28th June: RHS 120 (Pake 49, Lilley 25); Northgate 116
(Orr 4 for 29, Lilley 3 for 18). Won by 4 runs.

5th July: RHS 118 (Orr 23); Woolverstone Hall 62
(Pearson 3 for 6, Taylor 3 for 26). Won by 56
runs.

10th July: RHS 113 (Taylor 33, Lilley 20); Colchester 114
for 3. Lost by 7 wkts.

COLTS XI
P6 W 3 D2 L I

The season began very promisingly with a comfortable
victory over Felixstowe. Then rather inconsistent bowling
caused our only defeat of the season against Ipswich. But
throughout the season the bowling did improve with
consistent spells, especially from M. Allen who took 7 for 27
against Coplestone. Tesh and Pearce also contributed with
some good spells although generally all bowlers lacked
accuracy during some lengthy spells. Moffet also bowled
very well with some creditable performances. Our batting
throughout the season was of high standard with us knocking
up 100 in all but 2 matches. The main scorer being C. Pearce
with knocks of 57 n.o. and 82 n.o. although he rather lacked
his early potential in later games. Other creditable innings
came from G. Tesh 31, C. Wallis 34 n.o. and 27 n.o.

My thanks to Mr. D. Hall for his advice and coaching
throughout the season and to the boys who helped make it an
enjoyable and successful season. Boys who played: G. Tesh
(Capt.), C. Pearce (V.-Capt.), M. Allen, R. Davey, T.
Galloway, P. Flay, D. Elliot, A. Fraser, C. Wallis, I. Cun-
ningham, D. McGarry, J. Moffett.

G. Tesh
U.14 XI
P7 W2 D3 L2 1 Cancelled

This was a very moderate season. There proved to be no
real ability in the team and there was a lack of real fight and
determination, which is essential if other weaknesses are to
be overcome. Useful innings were played by Osborne,
Callan and Ellis, but generally the batsmen were unwilling
to graft for runs. The bowling lacked real penetration and,
too frequently, the assets of length and direction were for-
gotten. The season finished with good wins against Northgate
GS, who had previously been unbeaten, and Colchester
RGS.

The winner of the Holland Shield for the Single-Wicket
competition was M. Osborne (Hawke).

The following played regularly: Callan (Capt.), Osborne,
Ellis, Sanders, Marr, Foale, White, Stannard, Hughes,
Bowden, Sanders, Williams and Bracher.

B.J.H.
U.13 XI
P9 W3 D 2 L4
Results: v Gilberd School Colchester won by 8 wkts.

v Woolverstone Hall Draw.
v St. Joseph's College Abandoned — rain.

v Culford
v Culford
v Northgate GS
v U.12XI
v Staff sons' XI
v Ipswich School

Lost by 1 wkt.
Lost by 9 wkts.
Lost by 71 runs,
won by 6 wkts.
won by 70 runs.
Lost by 68 runs.

Best batting performances. Tizard 21 n.o. v Woolverstone,
Keeble 24 v Culford, Tizard 20 v Culford, Hughes 37 v Staff
Sons XI.

Best bowling performances Parsons 6-6 v Gilberd.
Tizard 6-24 v Woolvestone. Tizard 6-32 v Northgate,
Walkerdine 6-25 v Ipswich. The team was captained by 1. M.
Walkerdine. Also played: M. J. O'Grady, D. J. Parsons,
P. D. Bills, G. Coburn, S. Hughes, J. R. Keeble, N. May,
K. A. Nash, M. A. Tizard, C. Turner, R. T. Keyzor, J. Allen,
A. D. Luff, G. Marston.

Rarely was the batting sound enough to give the basis for
winning games against stronger opposition. Much more
thought and patience will be needed if the side is to fulfil its
promise.

R.E.B.
U.12
P 6 W l L 5

We have had rather a disappointing season but the team
spirit has been good. If they continue to play together as a
team they should do better next season. D. P. N. Danks
(St. Vincent) has captained the side and H. J. Gilbert (Hood)
has been scorer.

The following boys have played for the team: Danks,
Woolley, Gair, Kennedy, Branch, O'Leary, Perkins,
Worthington, Haley, Rimmer, Shorter, Osborne, Lever,
Fisher, Goddard, McFadyean and Keeble.

A.G.S.

SOCCER LATE REPORTS

COLTS XI
P 10 W 7 D 2 L I F 43 A 16

The Colts had a most successful season, losing only one
game. The team captained by L. Watton responded well to
coaching and developed a simple, direct style that proved
very effective. As the season progressed most of the players
developed a greater tactical understanding and a better
appreciation of their individual responsibilities.

Colours were awarded to L. Watton, C. Brown, C. Pearce,
P. Flay, G. Tesh, J. Galloway and C. Wallis

Other members of the team: J. Ford, D. Elliott, N.
Robertson, P. Eady and R. Davey.

C.S.
3RD XI
P 5 W 4 D O L I
Results: v Farlingaye School 1st XI won 1-0

v Staff XI won 2-1
v Farlingaye School 1st XI won 5-1
v Nacton Heath 1st XI Lost 1-2
v Wymondham School 3rd XI won 7-0

Two games were cancelled.
As the above record shows, the 3rd XI had a good season.

Winning four of the five games played.
Throughout the season the 3rd XI showed footballing

skill, surpassing the tags labelled on 3rd XI teams in general—
this was aptly shown in the "thrashing" of Wymondham's
3rd XI and of course the convincing win against the Staff XI.

Now a word about the players. The Thirds were led by their
captain Doug Cornwall — always an enthusiast. John
Dixon was the leading goalscorer with 6 goals; and Nigel
Cook followed closely with 4.

Other players were: M. Eyre and W. Burgoyne — goal-
keepers; M. J. Goddard, S. Edwards, P. Hannam, J. Stewart
and S. O'Hara —defenders; G. C. Watkinson, C. J. Earle,
M. C. Thompson — midfield; and V. Pearson, S. Packer and
N. Fraser — forwards.

Finally a thanks to Mr. R. E. Evans without whose
guidance I'm sure the 3rd XI would not have achieved the
high degree of success and enjoyment it did.

D.C.
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RUGBY
INTER-HOUSE KNOCKOUT COMPETITIONS

Senior: (1) Cornwallis; (2) Raleigh; (3) Blake; (4) St.
Vincent; (5) Hawke; (6) Hood; (7) Nelson; (8) Anson; (9 = )
Collingwood, Drake and Howe.

Junior: (1) Blake; (2) Cornwallis; (3) Hawke; (4) Colling-
wood; (5) Raleigh; (6) Howe; (7) St. Vincent; (8) Drake;
(9) Anson; (10) Hood; (11) Nelson.
Inter-House League

(1) Anson; (2) Raleigh; (3) Drake; (4) Nelson; (5) Colling-
wood; (6) St. Vincent; (7) Blake; (8) Hawke; (9) Howe; (10)
Cornwallis; (11) Hood.
Junior Inter-Form League

3rd Yr: (1) A; (2) U; (3) Bi; (4) X; (5) Bii.
2nd Yr: (1) X; (2) A; (3) Bii; (4) U; (5) Bi.
1st Yr: (1) A; (2) Bii; (3) X; (4) U; (5) Bi.

1st Year Inter-Form "mini" Knockout
A group: 1st l.U.
Bgroup: 1st l.U.

WHY PLAY RUGBY?
In a very disciplined sport where total physical and mental

commitment is required and great personal sacrifices have
to be made a question always arises; why play rugby?

I believe there are two main reasons. The very nature of
total commitment with its built in "self sacrifice" to a group
of people with a good and honest aim is fundamental in our
society. "It is only in giving that we receive" (how many
times have we heard that in our school careers?). And we
receive a feeling of comradeship, satisfaction and enjoyment
that few sports can equal. The second reason is that Rugby
is a very social game and can enrich the lives of its players
and followers alike for many, if not all, their post school
years.

I congratulate the rugby players of the school (including
house and form teams) on their successes and their defeats.
One of the most thrilling games I have ever witnessed came
at the end of the 1973 season when the school 1st XV was
defeated 18 pts to 4 by a tough SEE VI college side.

I congratulate "Stu" Davis on his magnificent leadership
of the 1974 1st XV and David Marsh his vice captain.

E.H.G.
1ST XV
P 13 W 7 D 1 L 5 F 201 A 129

In the five defeats that we suffered this season only on one
occasion were we actually outplayed. The other four defeats
were well within our capabilities of winning but a failure to
respond to the occasion led to what were really unnecessary
defeats. Thus producing a good record rather than an excel-
lent one.

The major problem of this year's team was probably that
they were all good players and thus had minds of their own
(and very often spoke them), and they needed an incentive,
a challenge to make them respond. The biggest challenge of
all came about due to a dispute between our coach Mr.
Gentry and the Suffolk selector. In Suffolk's first game at
19-year and 16-year level only. P. Davis and A. Mitchel were
picked to play and C. Sherry and P. Ellis were picked as
reserves. This was quite a pitiful selection out of the number
of players capable of representing Suffolk, and so a challenge
was put down between RHS and the Suffolk 19-year group.
It was a challenge for us not only to prove that the wrong
selections had been made, but to repay the faith and all the
hard work put in by Mr. Gentry.

The team rose to the occasion and defeated Suffolk by
19-10. Special mention to Alby Hooke for a fine deputisation
for the injured Ray Goddard, when he not only succeeded in
taking the ball with the head but on a number of occasions
against the head. Any fears of whether the team would
respond or not, were soon dismissed when right from the
start the school proceeded to control the game and went on
to win.

Despite this fine effort only one other person was able to
be selected to represent Suffolk, and that was Dave Marel
our V.-Capt. and Pack Leader, who ha dthroughout the
season ably led the scrum and showed them how it should
be done (ask the Northgate tight-head!).

The only real disappointment of the season was the
cancellation of the Ipswich Rugby Seven-a-side when we
had hoped to retain the cup.

We now entrust the 1st XV in the hands of two very able
players who were regular members of this year's first team,

B. Williams and Herby Bew, who next season will take over
as Captain and V.-Captain respectively. So on behalf of the
rogues who are leaving we wish you luck in all your matches
next season except one (Old Boys), when many of us hope to
return and show you how it's done.

Finally I should like to thank Mr. Gentry for his hard work
which we all (even if not openly) appreciated, and we wish
him success in his endeavours in years to come, and we
thank him for teaching us what a team is and for letting us
be part of his team. I would also like to thank Mr. Birbeck
for his advice on coaching, Mr. Chapman for all of his
advice, especially on the finer points of rugby! ? and finally
Mr. Long would like to thank us for proving that some of his
moves do work.

Colours were awarded to: Re-awards: S. Davis (Capt.),
D. Marsh (V.-Capt.).

New awards: R. Parkin, M. Goddard, S. Cooke, A.
Mitchel, A. Bew, P. Ellis, N. Tish, C. Sherry, S. Packer, M.
Childs, A. Cornwall and A. Williams.

The following also played: A. Crane, C. Hook, S. Cater,
N. Cook, M. Eyre, and M. Richards. Stu Davis
2ND XV
P 10 W 7 L 3 F 182 A 81

The team had a very successful season winning 7 out of the
10 matches, and losing two out of the three by only one point.

The team consisted of a nucleus of 7 who played in every
game: Arthur Jones, Dave Wells, Russ Martin, Dave
France, Kev White, Byron Beck and Jock Traynor. Due to
frequent changes in the 1st XV the remaining eight players
altered for almost every game although Shane Duncan and
James and Mick Eyre playing in almost every game. Un-
fortunately several of the original 2nd XV were demoted to
the 1st XV: Steve Cater, Mick Richards, Alby Hook,
Plonk Parkin, Herby Been and Steve Ellis.

The team was unfortunate to lose Dave Greenfield in the
fourth match of the season after his spleen had a fight with
someone's boot and lost.

The team spirit improved with every game as the players
established a better understanding between each other.
The satisfaction of being a member of the 2nd XV came, not
from the results but from the spirit and the enthusiasm
displayed by every member of the team. The team always
played to win but never at the sacrifice of enjoyment.

I'd like to thank everybody who played in the team for
their services throughout the season especially Dave Wells
for being an invaluable Vice-Captain and scrum leader.

Also I'd like to thank Martin Forth and Dave Greenfield
(after spleen trouble) for being devoted and efficient linesmen.

But the credit for the team's success goes to the team coach
Mr. Long. The Welsh Wizard influenced the team and
instilled enthusiasm and team spirit. Thankfully he measured
the success of the team in terms of enjoyment and not results
and earned the greatest respect from all of those who played
in his 2nd XV last season. Arthur Jones
3RD XV
P7 W5 Dl L I

Although we had to wait for more than four weeks for pur
first fixture the time was well spent sorting out a compatible
team and learning to play together. Our first match against
Felsted provided more than its fair share of excitement and
after a fine game we managed to draw 9-9. This unbeaten
record to live up to we continued to pulverise practically
every team we played, taking on Woolverstone in a local
derby, the YMCA and beating Ipswich convincingly both at
home and away. Our only defeat was at the hands of King
Edward VI School where a combination of bad luck and
frustration resulted in a score of 10-14. Throughout the
season the forwards combined well to provide the power
when needed and managed to hold their own, even against
the weight of the YMCA. Tim Burgoyne joined us for a
short while and lent his kicking ability to an already well
organised team.

Those who played were: Alan Cronin, Andy Kinnaird,
Mike Forlan, Nigel Adams, John Hayhoe, Mark Fraser,
Tony Allport, Chris Gilbert-Wood, Peter Hannam, Gary
Watkinson, Chris Stokes, Tim Burgoyne, John Dunford,
Steven Kemp, Michael Robinson, Christopher Lee, William
Singleton, Ian Bateson and David Scott.

I would also like to thank Mr. Edge for all the hard work
he has put into the team during the year.

Alan Cronin
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COLTS XV
P7 W 5 L 2 F291 A 58

This season was a successful one, despite two losses early
on against Woolverstone (8-18) and Wymondham (8-20).
The first game produced a school record — we beat Colchester
112-7. The team was much improved from last year, due to
hours of practice at rucking and passing. The team play was
fluent, everybody helping each other, and backing-up well.

Will Watton goal-kicked well, scoring over 100 of our
points. Paul Flay and Jeff Bateson stood out as centres,
working on new moves in each match.

There was, inevitably, Mr. Home and his voice spurring
us on when things weren't going too well.

The team was chosen from: Chris Wallis (Capt.), Andy
Fraser (V.-Capt.), Will Watton, Jeff Bateson, Paul Flay,
Chris Pearce, Mark Taylor, Prana Pratt, Tommy Strang,
Daves Elliot, Cibs Leonard, Tapp Paton, Pat Eady, Ras
Medland, Tim Adams, Gorick Greenfield, Tubs Allen, Tim
Galloway, Ivor Davies and Andy Rudge.

Chris Wallis
U.14 XV
P8 W5 DO L3 F 176 A 57

This has not been a particularly long season but what
there has been of it has been most enjoyable.

The most exciting game of the season was the match
against St. Joseph's away which we won 16-15 but un-
fortunately lost the one the following week also at Joseph's
6-18.

Once again we failed to beat Wo olverstone home or away,
but the match away was a good hard match of open Rugby
and it was the best the team had played all season but we
still lost 6-12: Woolverstone were also the victors at home
8-14.

A win against Nacton 42-0 was so successful that we put
in the second's scrum against them at home, when we won
20-4.

The season started well with a 58-0 win over Northgate
away and we hoped it would end that way in our home match
against Northgate, but it was not to be for the match was
cancelled.

But all in all this season has proved to be successful both in
that we have a good record and in that it has produced
enjoyment for all of those involved, which is by far the most
important part of playing and for this I would like to thank
Mr. Rodway for helping us to make this season a successful
and enjoyable one.

The following boys played in at least one game for the
U.14 XV: R. S. Woon (Capt.), N. A. Skerratt, M. Osborne,
C. Woodside, S. Bowden, P. Holden, C. Knight, G. Sears,
J. Barker, W. Lanerick, M. A. F. Hancock, J. Marr, A. Lee,
G. J. Tompkinson, T. J. Akers, T. Cronin, G. Hughes, J.
Butterworth, N. A. Thomas, T. A. Smith, P. McPhee,
S. Underbill.

R. S. Woon
U.13 XV
P7 W 4 L 3 F 172 A 98

Quite a successful season during the course of which the
team members aquitted themselves well, losing twice to
Wpqlverstone Hall and once to St. Joseph's College and
gaining good victories against Colchester RGS, Northgate
GS, Nacton Heath and St. Joseph's College.

Inevitably it was individual performances which caught
the eye, particularly the powerful running of James Keeble,
the hard tackling of Alex Wilson and the all-round leadership
of Robin Keyzor who was converted to scrum half from wing
forward and shows great potential in that position.

Try scorers were Keyzor (1) Keeble (16) Wilson (4)
Tizard (4) May (2), Hughes (5), Holloway (5) and Elliott (1).

M.M.

1ST XV FIXTURES 1975
Sat., 20 Sept., Woodbridge (A); Wed., 24 Sept., Suffolk

Barbarians (H); Sat., 27 Sept., Colchester RGS (A); Sat.,
11 Oct., St. Joseph's (A); Thurs., 16 Oct., Wymondham (H);
Sat., 18 Oct., Woolverstone (H); Sat., 8 Nov., Old Boys (H);
Sat., 15 Nov., Duke of York's (H) 11.30; Sat. 22, Nov., Deben
High School (A); Sat., 6 Dec., Northgate (H); Sat., 13 Dec.,
South-East Essex VI College (H).

LAWN TENNIS
This season, which promised so well at the Senior

level with seven players having 1st XV experience, did
not live up to expectations, although the 1st VI did win
half their matches. Martin Thompson (Raleigh) is con-
gratulated on his award of first team colours. The 2nd
VI was particularly successful, winning their three
matches in fine style, and their captain, David Wells
(Hood), has been awarded School colours.

The under-14 VI also deserves a special mention,
having won all their five matches, with their first pair,
Andrew Lee (St. Vincent) and Robert Woon (Raleigh),
dropping only one set. The under-13 age group has been
the most active because a number of Prep. Schools in
Suffolk have taken an interest in tennis, and, with others,
have formed an under-13 league. Our team of four
players was second in its group of four schools, in
matches which consist of singles and doubles played on
a home and away basis. Special credit must go to two
lively youngsters, Andrew Moorcroft (Howe) and
Nicholas Holloway (Nelson) who have played well
throughout the season. In addition to successes in School
matches they have done well as individuals, especially
in the BSLTA Tournament held here in June, when they
met in the Final, having defeated more fancied players
to whom they had lost during the season. Moorcroft won
this final, but Holloway beat him in our own Age Group
Championships.

The BSLTA Open Tournament was held at Holbrook
in May and our first team of David Marsh (Hood), the
School captain, and Martyn Colbeck (Hawke) reached
the Finals, only to lose narrowly in the deciding doubles,
to Wisbech Grammar School in an enforced indoor Final.

In June the Singles Tournament, held here for the
second year, was dominated by our players who con-
tested all the Finals: Russell Wollon (Blake) beat Robert
Fryatt (Anson) in the under-17 event: Mark Goodwin
(Cornwallis) beat Kevin Marner (St. Vincent) — under-
15; A. Lee beat R. Woon — under-14; A. Moorcroft
beat N. Holloway — under-13.

The purpose of this tournament is to create good com-
petitive play for boys who are outside the range of
"main stream" coaching and competition. A most enjoy-
able afternoon was had by thirty-eight boys from Ipswich,
Northgate, Old Buckenham Hall, Woolverstone Hall
Schools and ourselves.

In the Cambridge BSLTA Junior Tournament we lost
in the Semi-Finals of the under-14 event, with Lee and
Woon going down in a very close deciding doubles
match. The under-16s did less well!

At Wimbledon, after the end of term, our Seniors,
Marsh and Colbeck, after beating Westminster School,
lost to King Henry VIII School, Coventry, in a deciding
doubles, in the Clark Cup Competition, in which eighty
schools from all over the country took part.

The "Old Boys" were not out in strength this year and
so lost heavily in an enjoyable match. What about a full
turn-out of "Old Colours" in 1976, the twentieth anni-
versary of tennis at Holbrook, to challenge the strong
School side?

An enjoyable innovation was a visit by four second-
year Sixth-Formers to the Felixstowe Tennis Club for
some mixed doubles. This was a very pleasant evening,
with VIP treatment by the Club who put the match on
the superb grass "show" courts. Sadly, the return match
had to be cancelled, but we shall look forward to enter-
taining the young ladies at Holbrook next season.

The Lloyd Cup returned to Hood, who fought their
way through a strong half of the draw to defeat St.
Vincent in the Final. Raleigh were again third. St.
Vincent won the Junior Cup for the first time, beating
Cornwallis in a good Final. Blake were third.

The rule, introduced this year, that boys can play in
either the tennis or cricket competitions throughout one
season should improve the quality of the tennis and
ensure a greater depth of ability and it will enable a
larger number of boys to represent their House.

Sixteen boys in each age group competed for the RHS
Championships. The results were as follows: Under-15
— M. Goodwin beat K. Marner; under-14 — A. Lee
beat R. Woon; under-13 — N. Holloway beat A. Moor-
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croft; under-12 — Howard Gilbert (Hood) beat Paul
O'Leary (Drake).

Many other boys competed in the preliminary tourna-
ments which are held on Saturday afternoons.

The Indoor Championship, held for the second year
during the winter, was won by M. Colbeck, who
defeated D. Marsh in the Final in March.

Mini-tennis, our own brand of the game played on a
badminton court in the gym, flourished this year, with
matches against Ipswich and Old Buckenham Hall
Schools which we managed to win, although the matches
were much enjoyed by everyone and provided a good
introduction to the competitive scene.

There is considerable evidence that many boys enjoy
playing tennis and are stimulated to wish to play better
— the opportunities are available. Tennis is a good game
for boys, providing good physical and mental exercise
when it is played in a well-organised and well-directed
way, and very demanding on concentration and self-
discipline. In addition, it is an excellent social game and
can be played at all ages, with many opportunities of
continuing after leaving school.

Our usual thanks are extended to Mr. B. Wilson and
his staff — they are always most sincerely meant. It is
appropriate also to thank those who work behind the
scenes; the staff who provide the meals and organise
the transport — without them our activities would be
impossible.

VALETE
Autumn Term 1974

R. J. Noble, 3Bii, Anson; L. McKechnie, VIB(Sc),
Nelson; Bradshaw, N., VIC(Sc), Cornwallis, Merchant Navy
Nav. Cadet; Eastlake, P. B., VIC(Sc), Hawke, Local
Grammar School; Smith, M. P., 3X, Hood, Parents Request
and ABO; Thompson, M. S., 2U, Drake, Parents Request
and ABO; Burgoyne, T., VIA, Raleigh, University 1975;
Sewell, N., VIA, Drake, University 1975; Green, J. H., VIC,
Howe, Unsuitable; Elvidge, R., VTD, Hawke, RN A/A;
Long, P. A., VID, Drake, Further education; Redmond,
P. A., VIE, Drake, Further education; Boyce, G., VIR, St.
Vincent, Merchant Navy; Mabin, A., 3Bii, Cornwallis,
Parents emigrating; Weaver, A. A., 2Bii, Hawke, Parents'
request and ABO;
Spring Term 1975

Stewart, J. R., VIC, Drake, Further education. Local
School; Wilson, J. B., 5Bi, Howe, Army Apprentice;
Macaulay Black, K., 4U, Blake, Parents Request and ABO;
Sayce, T. C., 4X, Cornwallis, Parents Request and ABO;
Powell, G. P., 3U, Hawke, Parents Request and ABO;
Cove, D., 2Bi, Collingwood, Parents Request and ABO.
Summer term 1975

Cook, N. R., VIB(Arts), Blake, University; Cornwall,
D. R. J., VIB(Arts), Cornwallis, University; Dixon, J. C.,
VIB(Arts), Raleigh, University; Feltham, A. T., VIB(Arts),
Collingwood, Banking; Jones, A. E. M., VIB(Arts), Corn-
wallis, University; Lewin, J. P., VIB(Arts), Anson, Civil
Service; Marsh, D. J., VIB(Arts), Hood, University— RN;
Mitchell-Christie, A. M., VIB(Arts), Raleigh, University —
RN; Sherry, C. J., VIB(Arts), Hawke, University (1976);
Snow, L. W., VIB(Arts), Nelson, Civil Service; Beck, B. J. J.,
VIB(Sc), Raleigh, University; Carpenter, S. A., VIB(Sc),
Hawke, University; Cater, S. A., VIB(Sc\ Hawke, Teacher
Training College; Cronin, A. M., VIB(Sc), Cornwallis,
Local Government; Davis, S. D., VIBfSc), Raleigh, Teacher
Training College: Edwards, M. G., VIBCSc), Drake, Univer-
sity; Eyre, M. D., VIB(Sc), Blake, University — Army;
Finney, D. C., VIB(Sc), Drake, Civil Service; Gray, R. H.,
VIB(Sc), Raleigh, University; Hayhoe, G. J. S., VIB(Sc),
Hawke, Army: Hibberd, M., VIB(Sc), Nelson, University;
Jones, I. P., VIB(Sc), St. Vincent, RN Dartmouth; Kemp,
S. R., VIB(Sc), Cornwallis, University; Nash, M. A., VIB(Sc),
Howe, University; O'Hara, S., VIB(Sc), Collinswood,
Polytechnic; Owen, M. R., VIB(Sc), Drake, University;
Pittam, R. V., VIB(Sc), Hood, University; Sherman, C. J.,
VIB(Sc), St. Vincent, RN Dartmouth; Taylor, P. R., VIB(Sc),
Collingwood, University; Thompson, M. C., VIB(Sc).
Raleigh, University; Tink, N. A., VIB(Sc), Howe, Retail
Management Trainee; Traynor, S. K., VIB(Sc), Blake,
University; Troke, L., VIB(Sc), Hawke, Royal Marines;
Underwood,?. R., VIB(Sc), Collingwood, University; Ward,

W. J., VIB(Sc), St. Vincent, University; Wells, D. K.,
VIB(Sc), Hood, University; Wheeler, J. J., VIC(Sc), Raleigh,
Local Technical College; Adams, N. T. D., VID, Raleigh,
Art. Tech. Civil Eng.; Childs, M. R., VID, Cornwallis,
Police Cadet; Cussons, M. J., VID, St. Vincent, MN Eng.
Cadet; Ellis, S. J. V., VID, Blake, Further Education;
Goddard, M. J., VID, Collingwood, MN Nav. Cadet;
Kinnaird, A. R., VID, Drake, RN A/A; Martin, T. J., VID,
St. Vincent, MN Eng. Cadet; Moverley, N. H., VID, Howe,
Cabinet Making Apprenticeship; Murray, S. J., VID, Anson,
Further education; Mustoo, C. R., VID, St. Vincent,
Cabinet Making Apprenticeship; Packer, S. W. G., VID,
Drake, MN Eng. Cadet; Richards, M. H. T., VID, St.
Vincent, Met. Police Cadet; Skerratt, C. J., VID, Raleigh,
Further education; Stanley, N. J., VID, Cornwallis, Further
education; Voss, R. D., VID, Nelson, Further education;
Webber, A. M., VID, Raleigh, RN A/A; Barber, L. J.,
VIE, Collingwood, MN Eng. Cadet; Bermingham, G. D. P.
VIE, Howe, RN A/A; Bermingham, G. R. P., VIE, Howe,
RN A/A; Bright, C. T., VIE, Howe, Further education;
Collyer, S. N., VIE, Drake, Further education; Cook, C. B.,
VIE, Nelson, Catering Course; Cooke, S. G., VIE, Blake,
MN Eng. Cadet; Cummings, E. G., VIE, Howe, Emigrating;
Cunningham, D. L., VIE, Collingwood, Undecided;
Holbrook, M. T., VIE, Cornwallis, Elec. Tech. Apprentice;
Jones, C., VIE, Raleigh, Eng. Apprentice; Lofts, M. S.,
VIE, Blake, RN A/A; Rawlins, J., VIE, Drake, ONC
Business Studies; Redwood, R. T., VIE, St. Vincent, ONC
Business Studies; Swallow, M. H., VIE, Anson, Further
education; Tompkinson, G., VIE, Raleigh, OND Business
Studies; Willis, I. C., VIE, Blake, MN Nav. Cadet; Bull, T.,
5U, Anson, Further education; Dalby, S., 5U, Cornwallis,
Local Technical College; Martin, R. J., 5U, St. Vincent,
MN Nav. Cadet; Smith, M. C., 5U, Drake, Further educa-
tion Local Tech.; Symons, G. B., 5U, Hood, Local Grammar
School; Allport, A., 5X, Howe, Local Technical College;
Bray, A. R., 5X, Nelson, Local Technical College; Burton, A.,
5X, Blake, Local Technical College; Dunn, S. M., 5X,
Hawke, Local Technical College; Knight, K. P., 5X, Corn-
wallis, Local Vlth Form College; Le Houx, M. A., 5X,
Nelson, Local Vlth Form College; Mitchell, A. S., 5X,
Collingwood, MN Nav. Eng. Cadet; Newton, T. K., 5X,
Blake, Local High School; Pearson, V. J., 5X, Anson, Local
Grammar School; Rowland, S. J., 5X, Hawke, Dockyard
Tech. Apprentice; Singleton, W. M. T., 5X, Blake, Local
School; Barrie, D. P., 5A, St. Vincent, Army Musician;
Marshall, M. K., 5A, Collingwood, Eng. Tech. Apprentice;
Watkinson, G. C., 5A, Cornwallis, Army; Bird, G. D., 5Bii,
Howe, Local Technical College; Brampton, T. J. G., 5Bii,
Drake, RN JEM; Crocker, D., 5Bii, Hawke, Apprentice
Cabinet Maker; Farquhar, S., SBii, Howe, Army/Junior
Leader; Finch, S. J., SBii, Hood, RN A/A; Goodman,
C. W. S., SBii, Collingwood, Army/Bandsman; Green, J. C.,
SBii, Drake, Apprentice Pattern Maker; Hannam, P. F.,
SBii, St. Vincent, Local Technical College; Merrick, P. H.,
SBii, Raleigh, Local Technical College; Trotman, J. E.,
SBii, Blake, Elect Eng. Tech. Apprentice; Tuckett, P. L.,
SBii, Blake, Mech. Eng Apprentice; Trinder, P. J., 4A,
Nelson, Parents' request and ABO; Bradbury, C. M., 4Bi,
Hawke, Parents' request and ABO; Williams, P. D., 4Bii,
Blake, Parents' request and ABO; Probert, G. A., 3U,
Anson, Parents' request and ABO; Lisle, T., 3A, Hood,
Parents' request and ABO; Newton, M. I., 3A, Blake,
Parents' request and ABO; Sanders, N. D., SBii, Howe,
Parents' request and ABO; Lucas, A. M., 2X, St. Vincent,
Parents' request and ABO; Gourlay, S. A., 2Bi, Cornwallis,
Parents' request and ABO; Rice, N. M., IX, St. Vincent,
Parents' request and ABO; Homewood, M, J,, IBili,Blake,
Parents' request and ABO; Gosden, C., 5A, St. Vincent,
PoliceCadet/JEM RN; Salisbury, S. G., 5A, Hood, Emigrat-
ing— New Zealand; Wilson, M. A., 5A, Anson, Further
Education — Local School; Baker, P., 5Bi, St. Vincent,
Parents' request and ABO; Baldwin, R. G., 5Bi, Hood,
Engineer Craft Apprentice; Collingswood, S., 5Bi, Drake;
Dunnington, I., 5Bi, Cornwallis, Technical College, Catering
Course; Herbert, N. M., 5Bi, Blake, Engineer Craft
Apprentice; Taylor, M. R., 5Bi Collingwood, Boat
Building Apprentice; Gardner, A. P., SBii, Raleigh, Police
Cadet; King, A. R., SBii, Nelson, Catering Course;
Lisle, J. D., SBii, Hood, Engineer Craft Apprentice;
Loach, D. W., SBii, Collingwood, Engineer Craft
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Apprentice; Middleton, D., 5Bii, Cornwallis, Local
Technical College; Riley, M. A., 5Bii, Raleigh, Technical
College — Catering Course; Rostern, P. A., 5Bii, Cornwallis,
Technical College — Catering Course; Traynor, P. W., 5Bii,
Blake, Further Education — Local school; Wills, B. S.,
5Bii, Nelson, Electrical Eng. Craft Apprentice; Fisher, S. C.,
4Bi, Hood, Parents' request and ABO; Hynes, B. S., 3X,
Blake, Emigrating — South Africa; Furmidge, T., 2U,
Collingwood, Parents' request and ABO.

PRIZE-WINNERS
SPEECH DAY 1975

VIB: English, Lee Snow; English, Christopher Sherry;
History, John Dixon; Economics and Politics, Nigel Cook;
French, Andrew Feltham; Mathematics, Richard Gray;
Physics, Richard Gray; Chemistry, Richard Gray; Mathema-
tics, Michael Nash; Physics, John Daragon; Chemistry,
Ian Jones; Biology, Mark Hibberd; Prose and Verse; David
Marsh; Heriz Smith Art, Simon Ellis; General Knowledge,
Adam Mitchell-Christie.

VIC: Mathematics, Simon Foale; Physics, Simon Foale;
Housden (Best "O" level results 1974), Philip Eastlake;

VID: 1st in Class, Alan Vickerson.
VIE: 1st in Class, Geraint Bermingham.
VID: Prose and Verse, Mark Orr.
5U: 1st in Class, Richard Squires; French, Richard

Squires; German, Richard Squires; Prose and Verse, Richard
Squires; English, Ashley Bowden; Mathematics, Ashley
Bowden; History, Christopher Lee; Physics, Michael Smith;
Chemistry, Peter Ellis; Biology, Peter Ellis; Geography
Christopher Gilbert-Wood.

5X: 1st in Class, Cooper Hawken.
5A: 1st in Class, David Scott.
5B: 1st in Class, Peter Hannam.
4U: 1st in Class, Ian Wilson.
4X: 1st in Class, Thomas Wake.
4A: 1st in Class, Andrew Redwood.
4Bi: 1st in Class, Simon Cole.
4Bii: 1st in Class, David Twist.
4U: Prose and Verse, Gary Kelly.
4Bii: Prose and Verse, John Miles.
4A: Prose and Verse, Philip Coward.
3U: 1st in Class, Owen Bowles.
3X: 1st in Class, Nicholas Skerratt.
3A: 1st in Class, William Laverick.
3Bi: 1st in Class, Christopher Brown.
3Bii: 1st in Class, Stephen Wade and Steven O'Boyle.
3X: Prose and Verse, Kevin Beaton.
3A: Prose and Verse, Tom Lisle.
2U: 1st in Class, Ian Foster.
2X: 1st in Class, Nigel Griffiths.
2A: 1st in Class, Richard Parker.
2Bi: 1st in Class, Alan Hood
2Bii: 1st in Class, Jeffrey Phillips.
2X: Prose and Verse, Daniel Carpenter.
2Bii: Prose and Verse, Gavin Privett.
1U: 1st in Class, Duncan Gowing.
IX: 1st in Class, Mark Underbill.
1A: 1st in Class, Nicholas Lawrence.
IBi: 1st in Class, Andrew Clark.
IBij: 1st in Class, Roger Lever; Prose and Verse, Roger

Lever.
1U: Prose and Verse, William Griffiths.
VIC: Senior Divinity, Martin Forth.
VIB: RC Divinity, David Finney and Stephen Carpenter.
VIB: Senior Piano, John Lewin.
5Bii: Art, David Crocker.
4X: Art, William Hakin.
4A: Art, Andrew Redwood.
VID: Geometrical and Engineering, Drawing, Geraint

Bermingham and Gethin Bermingham.
5U: Geometrical and Engineering Drawing, Michael

Smith.
5A: Metalwork, Robert Gibson.
VIB: Woodwork, Stephen Cater.
5B: Woodwork, David Crocker.
VIC: HMS Suffolk, Anthony Bew; 5th Form Seamanship,

Ian Sutclirfe; 4th Form Seamanship, Simon Cole; Smartness
and Bearing, Michael Nash; Ship Memorial, Lewis Troke;
Silver Flute and Prize, Stephen Cater; Whale Island, Robin

Drewett; Nye Poetry Prize, Lee Snow; Rotary Club Prize
Marcus Swallow.
OLD BOY'S CUP AND MEDAL FOR BEST BOY IN

THE SCHOOL
VIB(Sc): Stephen Cater (Hawke).

THE INTER-HOUSE COMPETITION
For combined School work, Inter-House Games, Smart-

ness and Bearing, and conduct.
First, and so to carry the Queen's Banner for 1975-76 —

Cornwallis.
Second, and so to hold the First Lord's Cup for 1975-76 —

Howe.
NEWS OF OLD BOYS

The news recorded here has been gratefully received
from various sources, and in particular I would like to
thank Housemasters for giving me what information they
have as well as those Old Boys who have sent in a com-
pleted Careers Proforma from the OBA Newsletter. The
latter, although only providing brief information to be
recorded here, have provided the Careers Department
with useful information. It is hoped that we shall be
able to begin a Careers Register in this fiftieth year
principally to provide up-to-date information for the
Careers Department in the School, and hopefully to get
some of our Old Boys to come and talk to prospective
school-leavers. If old boys wish to contact any of those
mentioned, please do not hesitate to write or phone me
at the School.

P.C.C.
ANSON
E. FINDLAY (1954-58) is now running a group of com-

panies.
T. FINDLAY (1956-61) is working for Cow & Gate.
B. FINDLAY (1961-63) is taking an architecture course

after qualifying as an Engineer.
M. GALE (1968-73) is an electrician at Yarmouth Dock-

yard.
G. MANSER (1966-71) has completed a Catering Course

and is now working in the family pub at Pettistree.
C. MANSER (1968-73) has recently joined the RN at HMS

Collingwood.
M. NICHOLSON (1968-73) is continuing his Printers

Apprenticeship.
T. DEDMAN (1965-71) is assistant manager of a Five-Star

Hotel in Bournemouth.
S. STANFORD (1969-74) is doing an apprenticeship at

Marconi.
M. LEWIN (1967-72) is an apprentice signwjiter at

Plymouth Dockyard.
D. WALDER (1968-72) is in the Hampshire Police.
B. GALLAGHER (1967-73) is in the Metropolitan Police

at Kennington.
C. FIELD (1953-60) is a Lieut-Commander and serving at

RN College, Greenwich.
S. TAYLOR J1964-71) is a Flying Officer at RAF Chilmark

in the Secretarial Branch.
BLAKE
R. EYRE (1964-71) has graduated at the University of

Wales with an Honours Degree in Civil Engineering.
P. HENDERSON (1965-72) has gained a First Honours in

Zoology at Imperial College, London.
P. ALTY (1968-74) is a Navigating Officer in the Merchant

Navy and has visited the USA and Japan.
P. HERBERT (1968-73) is now taking a course in Law at

Barnstaple Tech.
A. MATTHEWS (1964-79) has graduated from the Uni-

versity of Wales and is now a Solicitor.
D. TRAYNOR (1964-71) has finished his fourth year in

Medicine at Manchester.
T. TRAYNOR (1961-67) has emigrated to Jersey and work-

ing in the Hotel Business.
M. O'LEARY (1967-72) is serving aboard Ark Royal and

hopes to move to Chatham shortly.
D. PEEL (1963-69) is working in Rolls-Royce in Derby-

shire.
G. ADAMS (1966-72) has finished Law at Chelmsford and

now attending Chester Law College for his Law
Degree.
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A. ADAMS (1967-73) is a Civil Engineer working for John
Laing.

N. MACKIB (1969-74) is an apprentice Civil Engineer also
working for John Laing.

N. TRAINOR (1961-66) is in a career in Marine Engineer-
ing and Containerisation in Kent.

D. MIDDLETON (1964-73) is a quantity surveyor in Hants.
M. O'CONNOR (1967-73) has been an apprentice with the

Post Office since leaving school and hopes to become
a Technical Officer.

D. AUGER (1968-73) has passed his "A" level T/D and
hopes for further success this year and then to go to
University.

S. WILSON (1953-57) is now self-employed, having pre-
viously worked for a building firm in Milton Keynes.

COLLINGWOOD
L. SHARP (1966-73) is doing a Sandwich Course in

Mechanical Engineering.
N. GRAHAM (1965-71), having graduated at Cambridge,

starts work with a Civil Engineering firm in October.
A. GREENOW (1968-74) is an Artificer Apprentice in the

RN at HMS Collingwood.

CORNWALLIS
M. TOWNLEY (1953-69), we are glad to hear that Michael

has got his new job in Engineering/Management in
printing and packaging. He is still living at Ormskirk.

S. MURTON (1967-73) is enjoying life at St. Chad's
College at Durham.

R. ASHTON (1966-71) has moved to Southampton and is
still in the Police Force at the moment, but has it in
mind to finish his probationary period and then move
abroad.

J. HADLEY (1966-74) has completed his first year at
Aberystwyth.

DRAKE
A. YOUNG (1967-73) is training as a Tory Agent in the

North Hendon Constituency — the youngest Agent
ever to join the Tory Party.

M. CHARLTON (1968-73) is in his final stage of training
at Hendon Police College before graduating as a
Police Constable.

K. CHARLTON (1966-73) is studying Sociology at Leeds
University.

C. CHARLTON (1966-73) is studying History at Bangor.
M. CALLOW (1967-74) is studying Biochemistry at

UIMIST, Manchester.
N. SEWELL (1967-74) is working at Johnson-Johnson in

Portsmouth before going to study Medicine at St.
Catherine's, Cambridge.

M. VERTUE (1965-71) is doing HNC in Chelmsford in
computer programming.

T. REDMOND (1964-71) is now a Police Constable in the
Metropolitan Police and is getting married this
Summer.

P. DEAN (1969-73) is doing OND Catering at Highbury
Tech.

J. BEAL (1968-73) is an Artificer Apprentice at HMS
Collingwood.

D. WRIGHT (1966-73) is at Cambridge doing a Degree in
Mechanical Engineering.

J. MILLS (1966-72) is touring South America and West
Indies as a Navigation Cadet with Shell Tankers.

S. ALLISON (1961-65) has recently written for member-
ship and is living at Aldermoor, Southampton.

HAWKE
A. LAYTON (1957-62) is in Engineering and Sub-Post

Office work in Cambridge.
P. PARKINSON (1947-51) is still with the Metropolitan

Police in the Land and Thames Division.
P. BROWN (1948-52) is now a Headmaster at a school

in Great Ellingham in Norfolk, after a somewhat
varied career.

J. O'HARA (1964-68) is now a Second Officer, Navigation,
in the Merchant Navy and will be going to college in
September to study for his Mate's Certificate.

K. MORLEY (1962-66) was unable to attend the OBA
Reunion this year for the first time in nine years. He
and his wife are living in Sweden. Since graduating

last year, he has joined a firm of Consultant Geo-
logists as a Consultant Petroleum Engineer.

P. EASTLAKE (1969-74) writes to say that after the initial
four weeks he is happily settled at his new school.

HOOD
R. BROTHERTON (1964-71) is doing Architecture and living

in Gosport.
A. DEUCHAR (1966-73) is in the Diplomatic Service and

living in London.
D. DEUCHAR (1962-67) is a solicitor working in War-

minster.
D. TOMLINSON (1968-73) was chosen as Cadet of the

Year in his Training with the Atholl Shipping Line.
HOWE
M. SMITH (1965-72) has a Degree in Maths and is

now teaching.
G. TAYLOR (1969-74) is a Radio Apprentice with BP.
R. TINK (1966-73) is a computer operator with Heinz.
D. BEATTIE (1968-74) is a Trainee Banker.
P. COTTON (1969-74) is an Insurance Clerk.
C. MARTIN (1968-73) is an Artificer Apprentice at HMS

Collingwood.
G. MOXEY (1967-74) is a Trainee Manager for Clarks

Shoes.
M. MOXEY (1964-71) is a Lieutenant in the Royal

Marines.
P. HART (1968-73) has joined the Army as a Mechanic.
P. BOWYER (1968-74) is a Trainee Electrician with

Marconi.
D. GREEN (1969-74) is a Telecommunications Apprentice

Technician.
N. MACAULAY (1969-71) has completed his Artificer

Apprenticeship at HMS Collingwood.
J. HENTY (1960-64) is at present teaching at Meon Cross.
D. SWORDS (1960-66) is teaching in Leeds.
B. DAY (1960-69) is still in the Metropolitan Police in

Kent.
M. BUNKER (1965-71) is Third Officer with the RFA.
NELSON
R. TROWERN (1967-74) has qualified for a place at Hull

University and will go there this October.
D. TROWERN (1969-74) has started his technician's appren-

ticeship with MOD Navy at Copenacre near Bath.
P. GRAHAM (1968-74) is now working with the Post Office

as a technician apprentice at Cambridge.
T. STURGES (1964-70) has obtained a BSc in Electrical

Engineering at Lancaster Polytechnic, through Inter-
national Computers Ltd.

P. SIMS (1965-72) is selling for Sailspar on a freelance
basis while taking a Sales course in Birmingham.

R. COLLINS (1958-63) is in Engineering in the Merchant
Navy.

S. BARKER (1967-73) is studying Accountancy at Ports-
mouth.

M. JOHNSON (1967-73) is reading Law and History at
Keble College, Oxford.

J. SHEPHERD (1948-51) was a member of Nelson with Mr.
Mollard, and has been resident in Australia for four
years.

RALEIGH
E. PEARN (1952-59), we wish to thank Ted for his

excellent material on the work of the Fire Service for
the Careers Department and in particular the 25th
Anniversary colour brochure of the Hants. Fire Service
in which Ted is making a good career for himself.

M. BLACKWELL (1965-70) is in Legal Practice and lives
near Southampton.

K. ROWLING (1961-68) was unable to attend the Reunion
at the last minute. He is in Civil Engineering and living
in Bedford.

D. WHITEHEAD (1950-54) is in Accountancy and living
in London.

J. POOLMAN (1960-67) is now a Distribution Engineer
with the Electricity Board.

C. HOWARD (1957-65) is a full-time lecturer in Medicine
at Liverpool University.

D. ELLIS (1960-70), having gained his Catering Diploma
with three credits, has now begun work as Catering
Officer at St. Peter's Hospital, London.
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R. HARDEN (1968-73) has been accepted in the RNZN
and has qualified as an REA stationed at Auckland.

ST. VINCENT
D. JONES (1964-71) working with GEC in Manchester

as a Control Systems Designer.
A. SMY (1966-71) runs a Folk Club in Weymouth, and

will return to Teesside this year for Teacher Training.
D. CHALLINOR (1966-71) is in the RN and just completed

a draft on HMS Ark Royal.
J. CHALLINOR (1969-74) is working in the Far East with

the Merchant Navy.
S. FARR (1959-65) is married and is a Hotel Manager in

Foey, Cornwall.
G. BOYCE (1969-74) is in the Merchant Navy, having

recently visited Australia and South Africa.
M. LUCAS (1967-74) works with TBM in Portsmouth and

hopes to go to St. Andrew's in September.
K. Fox (1969-74) is a Police Cadet at Bishop's Waltham

and studying for "O" levels at Fareham Tech.
S. HARVEY (1968-73) is an ME Artificer at Caledonia and

takes his ONC in November. He is RN Boxing Cham-
pion of his age group and recently fought the Com-
monwealth champion, losing narrowly on points.

S. JAY (1968-74) is a corporal in the RAF as a PT
instructor stationed at Waddington in Lines.

C. SIMS (1966-73) is reading Biologyy Hons. at Sussex
University.

D. VINCENT (1964-69) is Duty Assistant Manager at the
Hotel Piccadilly in Manchester.

R. CuLMER (1966-71) is studying for an ONC in
Engineering at Exeter while working for Rediffusion.

S. GOSDEN (1967-71) has obtained a place at Dartmouth
having joined the service as an Art/App.

Special Request — I have had a letter from Mr. D.
Lance, Keeper of the Department of Sound Records
at the Imperial War Museum, Lambeth Road, London.
His department is engaged in a recording project with
the aim of collecting information about life in the
Lower Deck of the RN during 1910-1922. I have

agreed to bring this to the attention of members of
the OBA and particularly those from the lower deck
who live in the Portsmouth/Southampton area and
also Devonport. He is really trying to build up a
picture of domestic and routine life in the RN and is
also extremely interested in getting details of naval
actions and activities during the First World War.
If anyone reading this can be of help to Mr. Lance,
I'm sure he will be very grateful.

P.C.C.
OBITUARY

Ron Palmer — No. 9 Coy — 57, Founder Member.
Association Hon. Sec. from 1953-61. Life Vice-President.
Age 75.

Roy Richards — Drake 1933-36 — Hon. Sec. of the
Association 1961-65. Age 53.

It is very hard, when within the space of a year, we
have lost two of our keenest Association workers. It is
impossible to say within a short space the real debt
that this Association owes to these two men. Totally
different in character, and yet fulfilling their work with
tireless attention to detail.

Ron Palmer devoted most of his time to the OBA and
similar organisations, particularly in the Portsmouth area.
A good man, not blessed with the best of health, always
ready to help, quietly and impressively religious and
sincere. It amazed me, when people heard of Ron's
death, just how many at the School and in the OBA
knew him well, and of course were very saddened to
hear of our loss.

It was a privilege for me to represent the OBA HQ
and the School at Ron's funeral.

It would not be surprising to know that right to the
end of his life, while in considerable pain at times, Roy
Richards displayed that eager friendship to his visitors
that we recognised as so much part of his contribution
to the very spirit of the OBA. We extend to his family
all our heartfelt sympathy, for we too have lost a dear
friend.

P.C.C.

:'A" LEVEL RESULTS
Abbreviations: F—French; E—English; H—History;

G—Geography; Q—Politics and Economics; M—Mathe-
matics; P—Physics; C—Chemistry; B—Biology; R—
Religious Knowledge; A—Art; W—Woodwork; Me—
Mechanical and Geometrical Drawing.

N. R. Cook (H, Q); D. R. J. Cornwall (H, Q); A. T.
Feltham (F, E); A. E. M. Jones (Q, M); J. P. Lewin
(F, M); D. J. Marsh (E, Q); A. M. Mitchell-Christie
(E, H, Q); C. J. Sherry (E, H, Q); L. W. Snow (F, E);
B. J-J. Beck (M, P, C); S. A. Carpenter (M, P, C);
S. A. Cater (M, Me, W); A. M. Cronin (E, M); J. Dara-

gon (E, M, P); S. D. Davies (Q, M); J. C. Dixon
(E, H, Q); M. G. Edwards (P, C); M. D. Eyre
(M, P, Me); D. C. Finney (M, P, C); R. H. Gray
(M, P, C); G. J. S. Hayhoe (E, M); M. Hibberd (P, C, B);
1. P. Jones (M, P, C); S. R. Kemp (M, P); M. A. Nash
(M, P, C); S. O'Hara (P, C); M. R. Owen (M, P, C);
R. V. Pittam (M, P, C); C. J. Sherman (M, P, C);
P. R. Taylor (M, P, Me); M. C. Thompson (P, C);
N. A. Tink (M, C); S. K. Traynor (M, P, C); L. Troke
(P); P. R. Underwood (M, P, C); W. J. Ward (M, P);
D. K. Wells (M, P, C).

C.S.E. RESULTS
The following obtained Grade I passes in three or

more subjects:
M. C. Akers (6); D. P. Barrie (5); G. Bloom (4);

M. P. Frankland (6); P. W. Fray (5); R. B. Gibson (5);
S. P. Harpum (4); S. D. Harriss (4); D. P. Lawrence (4);
D. P. Pike (5); D. J. Prince (4); D. G. Rowland (4);

S. G. L. Salisbury (7); D. J. Scott (6); G. L. Stoppani
(6); B. M. Taylor (4); G. C. Watkinson (3); M. A.
Wilson (3); M. T. Wise (5); A. C. Beazley (4); N. J. Beer
(5); P. F. Hannam (4); M. A. Riley (3); N. A. Samson
(3); P. C. Tapsell (4); P. W. Traynor (3).

"O" LEVEL RESULTS
VIC

I. Bateson (1 pass); A. M. G. Bew (1); D. L. Crane (2);
R. E. Drewett (1); S. J. Foale (1); N. W. Holmes (1);
R. D. Hough (1); A. G. V. Hyde-Price (1); J. B. Lilley
(1); J. G. Mee (1); R. G. Parkin (1); N. B. Prideaux (2);
M. A. Robinson (1); D. A. Smith (1); J. J. Wheeler (2);
D. A. Williams (1); R. J. Wollan (1).
VID

N. T. D. Adams (5); M. R. Childs (5); M. J. Cussons
(1); S. J. V. Ellis (5); M. A. Forlan (6); M. J. Fraser (7);
M. J. Goddard (3); C. N. Hook (5); A. R. Kinnaird (6);

T. J. Martin (7); N. H. Moverley (7); S. J. Murray (7);
C. R. Mustoo (5); M. J. Orr (6); S. W. G. Packer (4);
C. J. Skerratt (6); N. J. Stanley (7); K. M. Tesh (5);
A. W. Vickerson (6); R. D. Voss (4); A. M. Webber (5).
VIE

L. J. Barber (5); G. D. P. Bermingham (6); G. R. P.
Bermingham (6); C. T. Bright (3); S. N. Collyer (2);
C. B. Cook (2); S. G. Cooke (6); E. G. Cummings (2);
D. L. Cunningham (4); M. T. Holbrook (4); J. Rawlins
(3); R. T. Redwood (4); M. H. Swallow (4); G. Tomp-
kinson (3); I. C. Willis (4).
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P. K. Baker (6); A. J. K. Bowden (8); T. Bull (7); A. Allport (6); A. R. Bray (5); A. Burton (7); A. F.

P. W. Burgoyne (8); S. Dalby (6); J. M. Dunford (7); Cassell (8); A. M. Cutler (6); S. Duncan (6); S. M. Dunn
P. S. Ellis (8); C. R. Gilbert-Wood (7); D. Greenfield (7); (8); S. R. Gilbert (7); C. J. Hawken (8); K. P. Knight
R. D. James (8); C. D. Lea (7); R. J. Martin (7); (7); M. A. LeHoux (7); A. S. Mitchell (8); T. K. Newton
A. T. McNabb (7); M. P. Shaw (7); M. C. Smith (7); (7); D. L. C. Nute (6); V. J. Pearson (8): S. J. Rowland
R. A. Squires (7); D. S, Stevens (7); C. Stokes (7); G. B. (3): W. M. T. Singleton (6); I. R. Wood (5).
Symons (7); M. P. Varnham (7).
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ways
to the top

University Sponsorship Outstanding 'A' level recruits,
after one year's accelerated training in the Bank (on full pay),
take part in a sponsored three-year degree course in banking

and finance at Loughborough University. That course is then followed by
a two/three-year accelerated training programme prior to first executive
appointment.

Graduate Entry A small number of Graduates are recruited
directly from University each year, and are given a three to
four year accelerated training programme.

Study Leave Staff with G.C.E. 'A' levels or in some cases
'O' levels (or equivalent), are among those who could qualify
for Study Leave, to assist with their professional qualification,

the diploma of the Institute of Bankers.

Special Grade Potential in men and women is recognised
by selection in their early twenties for Special Grade. This
scheme, open to all recruits, ensures additional financial

remuneration and appropriate career planning of staff who have both the
character and the personal attributes for top management.

Training Training courses are provided at all stages
of career development.

Responsibility and challenge come early. An executive appointment can
be reached in the mid-to-late twenties and a managerial position in the
early thirties.
If you want to know more about a rewarding and worthwhile career,
please write to: The District Staff Supt., Midland Bank Ltd.,

Castle House, Castle Meadow,
Norwich, NR2 1PL.

Midland Bank
A Great British Bank
and a great place to work.
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